COUNCIL
AGENDA
ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING
16 December 2020

You are hereby notified that an Ordinary Council Meeting of Liverpool
City Council will be held online on Wednesday, 16 December 2020
commencing at 6.00pm.
Liverpool City Council Meetings are livestreamed onto Council’s website
and remain on Council’s website for a period of 12 months. If you have
any enquiries, please contact Council and Executive Services on 8711
7584.

Dr Eddie Jackson
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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MINUTES OF THE ORDINARY MEETING
HELD ON 25 NOVEMBER 2020

PRESENT:
Mayor Wendy Waller
Councillor Ayyad
Councillor Balloot
Councillor Hadchiti
Councillor Hadid
Councillor Hagarty
Councillor Harle
Councillor Kaliyanda
Councillor Karnib
Councillor Rhodes
Councillor Shelton
Dr Eddie Jackson, Acting Chief Executive Officer
Mr George Hampouris, Acting Director City Corporate
Ms Tina Sangiuliano, Acting Director City Community and Culture
Mr David Smith, Acting Director City Economy and Growth
Mr Peter Patterson, Director City Presentation
Mr Raj Autar, Director City Infrastructure and Environment
Mr Vishwa Nadan, Chief Financial Officer
Mr John Milicic, Manager Property Services
Mr George Georgakis, Manager Council and Executive Services
Ms Maree Stewart, Coordinator Council and Executive Services (minutes)
The meeting commenced at 6.00pm.

STATEMENT REGARDING WEBCASTING
OF MEETING

The Mayor reminded everyone that in
accordance with Council’s Code of Meeting
Practice (other than the Public Forum
Section), the meeting is being livestreamed.

Minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held on Wednesday, 25 November 2020 and confirmed on Wednesday, 16 December
2020
…………………………………….
Chairperson
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF COUNTRY,
PRAYER OF COUNCIL AND
AFFIRMATION TO BE READ BY

The prayer of the Council was read by the
Acting Chief Executive Officer, Dr Eddie
Jackson.

APOLOGIES
Nil.
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CONDOLENCES
Pastor John Keane (read by Mayor Waller)
Tonight, we pause to remember the Liverpool Baptist Church elder and West Hoxton
Community Church Pastor, John Keane.
Born in Glebe in 1943, Pastor Keane devoted his life to helping others in the community.
He started attending Sydney City Mission and the Christian youth organisation, the Boys
Brigade while growing up in Glebe.
At age 15, he qualified as an engineer and spent more than 50 years working in the truck
building industry.
He continued his community work and his devotion to his faith during these years.
After he and wife Rita married in 1971 and moved to Punchbowl, Pastor Keane became a
Sunday school teacher and preacher at Riverwood Methodist Church.
The couple and their five children moved to Liverpool 36 years ago. They joined Liverpool
Baptist Church soon after.
He became a preacher at church services, taught Sunday school and captained the Boys
Brigade.
Pastor Keane was also passionate about his missionary trips to outback Australia.
He served as the Pastor at West Hoxton Community Church for 17 years, only retiring a few
weeks ago due to his health.
Pastor Keane was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in July 2019.
The grandfather of six died on Monday 9 November at age 77.
At his memorial service on Monday 16 November, daughter Melinda spoke about her
father’s dedication, integrity and passion for helping others.
She said if he heard someone needed help, he would run to their aid and assist any way he
could.
Melinda also spoke of her father’s zest for life and his love for his family and his
congregation.
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On behalf of Liverpool City Council, I express my deepest condolences to Pastor Keane’s
family and friends during this difficult time.
May he rest in peace.
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Mrs Jo-Anne Margaret McIntosh (read by Clr Kaliyanda)
Tonight we pause to remember a committed and passionate member of the Liverpool
community.
Jo-Anne Margaret McIntosh was born on 3 September 1958 and sadly passed away on 5
November 2020 at 62 years of age. Jo-Anne is the daughter of Ron and Margaret Blayney
and has a sister, Jenny and two brothers Garry and Greg who grew up in Cabramatta.
Jo-Anne and her beloved husband Robert, lived in Glenfield when they were first married, then
moved to Moorebank, Holsworthy, settling in Wattle Grove in recent years.
The most pride that Jo-Anne had was her family telling many stories of her children Elizabeth
and Greg growing up into the wonderful people they are today.
Jo-Anne gave so much of herself to her family, to her friends and community and was
respected by everyone who knew her. She led her life to the fullest and cared for those around
her.
During her early adult years, Jo-Anne loved travelling and lived all over Europe working for
Contiki. Throughout her life she continued to travel experiencing culture, learning and
enriching her life by travelling all over the world.
She was involved in lots of community work throughout her life, always selfless and giving.
Over 40 years ago Jo-Anne was a member of the Lions Club of Cabramatta and in 1979 was
Cabramatta Lions Club's Miss Personality at the International Fespic Games for the Disabled
where she wooed the community to support the Games.
A beauty inside out she was also crowned Miss South West Suburbs in 1981.
Jo-Anne was extremely community minded, it was in her DNA. She joined the Lions Club of
Wattle Grove 4 years ago and was always ready to help with every fundraiser and activity,
particularly sharing her creative, organisational and baking skills.
Recently, Jo-Anne was involved in fundraising for and raising awareness about the needs of
those experiencing domestic and family violence in our community. She contributed to the
establishment of a new women and children’s refuge in south-west Sydney.
She was a member of the Australian Decorating Network and early this year assisted in
organising and baking for the Bunnings Cake Bake bushfire relief sale for Young which raised
over $40,000 for the Young community.
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Over the last 3 years Cake Angels was an organisation she loved to support. Cake Angels
donate custom designed celebration cakes to children with seriously ill medical challenges.
Jo-Anne made sure that no child ever missed out on their special celebration cake.
Jo-Anne fought her battle with brain and lung cancer for 14 months. She showed everyone
how it was done up until the last moments leading by dignified example, never missing out on
a good time and sharing her pearls of wisdom.
To her family and friends our Council expresses its sincere condolences.
May she rest in peace.
COUNCIL DECISION
Motion

Moved: Mayor Waller

Seconded: Clr Rhodes

That Council write to the family of Pastor John Keane, and Mrs Jo-Anne Margaret
McIntosh expressing our condolences for their loss.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Motion:

Moved: Clr Shelton

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That the minutes of the Ordinary Meeting held on 27 October 2020 be confirmed as a true
record of that meeting.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Mayor Waller declared a non-pecuniary, less than significant interest in the following item:
EGROW 03:
Reason:

Street Naming Request - Austral
Mayor Waller personally knows family members of an individual named in
the report.

Mayor Waller remained in the virtual room for the duration on this item.

Clr Hagarty declared a non-pecuniary, less than significant interest in the following item:
EGROW 03:
Reason:

Street Naming Request - Austral
Clr Hagarty personally knows family members of an individual named in the
report.

Clr Hagarty remained in the virtual room for the duration of the item.

Clr Kaliyanda declared a non-pecuniary, less than significant interest in the following
EGROW 03:
Reason:

Street Naming Request - Austral
Clr Kaliyanda personally knows family members of an individual named in
the report.

Clr Kaliyanda remained in the virtual room for the duration of the item.

Clr Shelton declared a non-pecuniary, less than significant interest in the following item:
EGROW 03:
Reason:

Street Naming Request - Austral
Clr Shelton personally knows family members of an individual named in the
report.

Clr Shelton left the virtual room for the duration of the item.
Minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held on Wednesday, 25 November 2020 and confirmed on Wednesday, 16 December
2020
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Clr Hadid declared a non-pecuniary, less than significant interest in the following item:
EGROW 03:
Reason:

Street Naming Request - Austral
Clr Shelton personally knows family members of an individual named in the
report.

Clr Hadid remained in the virtual room for the duration of the item.
Clr Hadchiti declared a non-pecuniary, less than significant interest in the following item:
CONF 03:
Reason:

2021 Australia Day Awards
Clr Hagarty personally knows a nominee.

Clr Hadchiti left the virtual room for the duration of the item.

Clr Hagarty declared a non-pecuniary, less than significant interest in the following item:
CONF 03:
Reason:

2021 Australia Day Awards
Clr Hagarty personally knows a nominee.

Clr Hagarty left the virtual room for the duration of the item.

Clr Rhodes declared a non-pecuniary, less than significant interest in the following item:
CONF 03:
Reason:

2021 Australia Day Awards
Clr Rhodes personally knows a nominee.

Clr Rhodes remained in the virtual room for the duration of the item.

Clr Hadid declared a non-pecuniary, but significant interest in the following item:
CORP 05:
Reason:

Proposed Funding - Edmondson Park Basin 14
Clr Hadid is President of a non-profit organisation and part of their land is
going through compulsory acquisition.

Clr Hadid left the virtual room for the duration of the item.
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PUBLIC FORUM
Presentation – items not on agenda
Nil.
Representation – items on agenda
1.

Ms Lawrissa Chan and Mr Greg Parkes made a presentation to Council on the
following item:
Item CORP 07 Annual Financial Reports 2019/20

2.

Mr Michael Andjelkovic made a written submission to Council on the following item:
Item QWN 06 Question with Notice - Clr Rhodes - Delivering a Multicultural Park for
Liverpool.

3.

Mr David Borger, Chairperson or the Liverpool Innovation Precinct, made a written
submission to Council on the following item:
Item EGROW 05 Planning proposal request to rezone land and amend development
standards in the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan for land at Moore Point Bridges
Road, Moorebank.

4.

Mr Aras Labutis, on behalf of Coronation Developments made a written submission
to Council on the following item:
Item EGROW 05 Planning proposal request to rezone land and amend development
standards in the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan for land at Moore Point Bridges
Road, Moorebank.

5.

Ms Camilla Firman, on behalf of Mecone made a written submission to Council on the
following item:
Item EGROW 05 Planning proposal request to rezone land and amend development
standards in the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan for land at Moore Point Bridges
Road, Moorebank.
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MAYORAL MINUTE
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

MAYOR 01
321366.2020
Selection of Chief Executive Officer

This matter is to be dealt with at the end of the meeting in Closed Session pursuant to the
provisions of S10A(2)(a) of the Local Government Act 1993 because it contains personal
matters concerning particular individuals (other than councillors).
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CITY ECONOMY AND GROWTH REPORT
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

EGROW 01
292809.2020
Post Exhibition Report - Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008 (Amendment
85) - Rezone land at 146 Newbridge Road, Moorebank from RE2 Private
Recreation to R3 Medium Density Residential and amend development
standards

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council:
1.

Notes the Gateway determination for Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008
(Amendment 85) and the results of public exhibition and community consultation;
and

2.

Proceeds with Amendment 85 and delegates authority to the A/CEO (or his
delegate) to liaise with the NSW Parliamentary Counsel’s Office and the
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment to finalise the amendment.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
Vote for:

Mayor Waller, Clr Ayyad, Clr Balloot, Clr Hadchiti, Deputy Mayor Hadid,
Clr Hagarty, Clr Harle, Clr Kaliyanda, Clr Karnib and Clr Rhodes.

Vote against:

Clr Shelton.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

EGROW 02
292810.2020
Post exhibition report - Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008 (Amendment
69) and Liverpool Development Control Plan 2008 (Amendment 36) - Signage
in the B3 and B4 zones

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council:
1.

Notes the Gateway determination for Liverpool Local Environmental Plan 2008
(Amendment 69) and the results of the public authority consultation and community
consultation;

2.

Proceeds with Amendment 69 to the LEP and delegates authority to the A/CEO (or
his delegate) to liaise with the Department of Planning, Industry, and Environment
and the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office to finalise the amendment;

3.

Adopts Liverpool Development Control Plan 2008 (Amendment 36); and

4.

Notifies submitters of Council’s decision.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
Vote for:

Mayor Waller, Clr Ayyad, Clr Balloot, Clr Hadchiti, Deputy Mayor Hadid,
Clr Hagarty, Clr Harle, Clr Kaliyanda, Clr Karnib and Clr Rhodes.

Vote against:

Clr Shelton.
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Clr Shelton temporarily left the meeting at 6.33pm.
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

EGROW 03
296553.2020
Street Naming Request - Austral

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Harle

Seconded: Clr Rhodes

That Council:
1.

Supports the renaming of Gournay Street to Beuk Street, Austral;

2.

Forwards the name to the Geographical Names Board, seeking formal approval;

3.

Publicly exhibit the name in accordance with Council’s Naming Convention Policy,
for a period of 28 days, following formal approval from the GNB; and

4.

Authorises the Acting Chief Executive Officer to undertake the process of gazettal,
if there are no submissions received during public exhibition.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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Clr Shelton returned to the meeting at 6.34pm.
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

EGROW 04
299268.2020
Liverpool Health and Innovation Trade Delegation to New Zealand 2021

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Kaliyanda

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council:
1.

Approves the Trade and Civic delegation to Auckland, New Zealand in March 2021,
(or as soon as practicable following the easing of Covid restrictions) and notes the
A/CEO will facilitate the necessary arrangements;

2.

Determine which Councillors will attend as members of the delegation;

3.

Endorse expenditure for this delegation of up to $20,000 from the City Economy
budget; and

4.

Receive a future report on the outcomes of the visit.

Clr Ayyad, Clr Hadchiti and Clr Hadid requested that they be recorded as voting against
the motion.
Motion:

Moved: Clr Harle

Seconded: Clr Rhodes

That the Mayor, Clr Harle, Clr Kaliyanda, Clr Rhodes and any other councillor who is
willing to self-fund the trip attend as members of the delegation.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
Clr Ayyad requested that she be recorded as voting against the motion.
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CITY COMMUNITY AND CULTURE REPORT
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

COM 01
270327.2020
Grants, Donations and Corporate Sponsorship

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Ayyad

Seconded: Clr Kaliyanda

That Council endorses the recommendation of $15,850 (GST exclusive) under the
Sustainable Environment Grants Program for the following project:

Applicant

Project

Recommended

Holy Spirit Catholic Primary
School Carnes Hill

Holy Spirit Catholic Primary School
Carnes Hill Sustainable Garden

$3,000

Ashcroft Public School

Vege Garden Project

$5,000

Wattle Grove Public School
P&C

School Garden

$4,700

Liverpool Women's Health
Centre

Darug Plants for Darug Land

$3,150

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

COM 02
297863.2020
Post Public Exhibition report-Carnes Hill Recreation Precinct Stage II
Masterplan

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Hadchiti

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That Council:
1.

Receives and notes the report;

2.

Adopts the revised Draft Carnes Hill Recreation Precinct Stage Two Masterplan,
inclusive of the Public Exhibition feedback; and

3.

Subject to Council adoption of the Masterplan, commission a detail design process
to include a feasibility study and a funding strategy for the delivery of the project
through a staging process.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
Councillors voted unanimously for this motion.
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CITY CORPORATE REPORT
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CORP 01
292649.2020
Investment Report October 2020

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Shelton

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That Council receives and notes this report.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CORP 02
294354.2020
Council Meeting Dates - January to December 2021

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Shelton

Seconded: Clr Ayyad

That Council:
1.

2.

Confirms the Council meeting time as 6.00pm and Council meeting dates for the
2021 calendar year as follows:
•

3 February 2021

•

24 February 2021

•

31 March 2021

•

28 April 2021

•

26 May 2021

•

30 June 2021

•

28 July 2021

•

25 August 2021

•

20 October 2021

•

17 November 2021

•

15 December 2021

Advertises the Council meeting dates and commencing times of Council meetings
for the 2021 calendar year.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CORP 03
295736.2020
Fraud and Corruption Prevention Policy

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council adopt the Fraud and Corruption Prevention Policy with the following
amendments:
•

Include another item in section 4.10.2h Investigation Systems for Whistle Blower
Protection; and

•

External audit of Council’s contracts to be included in Council’s strategic audit plan.

.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CORP 04
297880.2020
Budget Review - September 2020

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council approves the identified budget variations in accordance with this report.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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Clr Hadid left the virtual room at 7.10pm.
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CORP 05
299079.2020
Proposed Funding - Edmondson Park Basin 14

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Hagarty

Seconded: Clr Kaliyanda

That Council:
1.

Approves in principle to borrow funds to accelerate the delivery of s7.11
infrastructure;

2.

Delegates authority to the A/CEO to make an application to NSW TCorp to borrow
$4.7m as a contribution to the Basin 14 Edmondson Park Project;

3.

Notes that the loan principal and interest repayments will be made from interest
earnings on funds held in s7.11 reserve;

4.

Delegates authority to the A/CEO and Council’s nominated Power of Attorney holder
to execute any required documentation to give effect to this resolution; and

5.

Delegates authority to the A/CEO to apply for interest subsidy in the next round of
NSW Government’s Low Cost Loan Initiative.

6.

Investigate ways and means of preventing the shortfall in funds to address the
shortfall of funding to provide infrastructure in new areas.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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Clr Hadid re-joined the meeting at 7.17pm.
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CORP 06
300677.2020
Mayoral Direction pursuant to Section 226(d) of the Local Government Act 1993

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Hagarty

That Council note and endorse the Mayoral Direction dated 5 November 2020 attached to
the report.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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CITY INFRASTRUCTURE AND ENVIRONMENT REPORT
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

INF 01
283016.2020
Revision and Update of the Environment Advisory Committee Charter

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council:
1.

Endorses the minor amendments to the Environment Advisory Committee Charter;
and

2.

Calls for expressions of interest for the next term of the Environment Advisory
Committee membership.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

INF 02
292432.2020
Management of Contaminated Lands

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Hadchiti

Seconded: Clr Hagarty

That Council receives and notes this report.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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COMMITTEE REPORTS
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CTTE 01
274456.2020
Minutes of the Liverpool Heritage Advisory Committee meeting held on 18
August 2020

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved:Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That Council receives and notes the minutes of the Liverpool Heritage Advisory Committee
meeting held on 18 August 2020.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CTTE 02
279577.2020
Minutes of the Liverpool Access Committee meeting held 8 October 2020

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That Council receives and notes the Minutes of the Liverpool Access Committee Meeting
held on 8 October 2020.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CTTE 03
296847.2020
Minutes of Strategic Panel Meeting held on 12 October 2020

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That Council receive and note the Minutes of the Strategic Panel Meeting held on 12
October 2020.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CTTE 04
297514.2020
Minutes of the Audit, Risk and Improvement Committee Meeting held on 23
October 2020

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That Council receives and notes the Minutes of the Audit, Risk and Improvement Committee
Meeting held on 23 October 2020.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CTTE 05
298642.2020
Minutes of the Civic Advisory Committee meeting held on Friday 30 October
2020

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That Council receive and notes the Minutes of the Civic Advisory Committee Meeting held
on 30 October 2020.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.

Minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held on Wednesday, 25 November 2020 and confirmed on Wednesday, 16 December
2020
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CTTE 06
299652.2020
Minutes of the Tourism and CBD Committee meeting held on 20 October 2020

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That Council:
1.

Receives and notes the minutes of the Tourism and CBD Committee meeting held
on 20 October 2020; and

2.

Endorse the recommendations in the minutes.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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QUESTIONS WITH NOTICE
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 01
287587.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Balloot - Mental Health Issues

2020 has been an extremely stressful year for many; fire, floods and now COVID.
Many in our community continue to suffer with mental health issues.
Adolescence and young individuals are particularly vulnerable to external pressures of every
life.
Please address the following:
With the added unprecedented pressures:
1. What initiatives/programs has Council supported to assist the community and
particularly adolescence and young person’s when dealing with mental health
issues?
2. Has Council conducted a review of services available to the local community?
3. What initiatives has Council implemented to support the mental health of staff during
this unprecedented time?
Responses
1. What initiatives/programs has council supported to assist the community and
particularly adolescence and young person’s when dealing with mental health
issues?
Primary responsibility for mental health rests with Federal and State agencies. However,
Council plays an important role in support of statutory services through advocacy,
representation and the provision of preventive and supportive programs and projects, some
of which are highlighted below.
Council is committed to supporting community members experiencing mental health
concerns. In a broader sense, the work of Council’s Community Development team
addresses mental health concerns by all community groups through supporting the delivery
of programs and initiatives that aim to increase social cohesion, reduce isolation and build
community capacity. To support residents to access programs and activities, Council
advocates and makes representation on mental health issues with and on behalf of the
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community to relevant government agencies, including SWSLHD, Headspace, and NSW
Refugee Health Services directly or indirectly at forums and networks .
Council’s Community and Culture directorate supports a number of community-based
initiatives which work to address mental health, raise awareness and reduce the stigma
surrounding mental health issues in the community. These include:
Community Development
•

Supporting the delivery of the 2018 “Mental Health in CALD Communities”
Symposium, which discussed mental health, wellbeing and recovery for CALD
communities in partnership with a number of South West/Western Sydney Councils
and Local Health Districts;

•

Participating in the planning and delivery of “Tackling the Challenge: Talking Men’s
Health” in partnership with SWSLHD. This project aims to identify the factors and
experiences influencing men’s mental wellbeing across South West Sydney by
interviewing men who have experienced trauma, addiction, homelessness or other
life-changing circumstances and exploring how they successfully navigated their
issues by seeking support from appropriate services. This project will raise
awareness of men’s health issues and works to reduce the stigma associated with
mental health particularly in young men;

•

Council is a leading partner, alongside Fairfield City Council, in convening the
Fairfield/Liverpool Homelessness Interagency, which brings together government
and non-government organisations who work to support people who are
experiencing or are at risk of homelessness, including providing access and
connection to mental health services;

•

Council is a leading partner, alongside Fairfield, Campbelltown and CanterburyBankstown City Councils, Macarthur Disability Services and The Multicultural
Network in convening the Sydney South West Aged and Disability Forum, which
brings together government and non-government organisations who work with
community members living with disability, including mental health issues;

•

Supporting Community STaR, an outreach service of the Centre for Health Equity,
Training, Research and Evaluation (CHETRE). This program focusses on a range
of community issues including men’s mental health and gambling in locational
disadvantage areas;

•

Taking a convening role in the Liverpool Community Kitchen and Hub (LCK&H)
Strategic Committee, which provides direction and support to the LCK&H,
particularly regarding access to services and supports for community members
experiencing or at risk of homelessness, food insecurity and financial disadvantage
as a result of mental health issues, substance use or other social concerns;

•

Providing information through networks and interagencies on mental health
programs and projects throughout the LGA;
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•

Council is supporting the Gambling Treatment and Research Clinic at the University
of Sydney – establishment of a clinic in SWS to provide counselling services; and

•

Providing essential funding through the Grants, Donations and Corporate
Sponsorship program to mental health focussed activities. Examples of recent
funded programs include:
o

“Junior Top Blokes” by Liverpool Neighbourhood Connections (LNC), funded
in March 2019. This project designed and delivered social education and
mentoring programs to boys and young men between 10-24 years old. It
aimed to improve mental health and social wellbeing for at-risk young men
by fostering inclusion and building resilience; and

o

“Youth Clicks” by The Junction Works, funded in July 2020. This project
delivers online workshops to young people aged 12 -18 years on topics such
as bullying, mental health, drugs and alcohol and leadership. Workshops are
focussed on reducing isolation and disengagement by addressing productive
ways to manage mental health concerns in young people.

The Liverpool Youth Council recently participated in a session called “Burning Issues for
Liverpool” which aimed to identify the key concerns and issues for young people in
Liverpool. The Youth Councillors consulted with their families, friends and peers to
determine their top three priorities to be the focus of their work during the Youth Council’s
current term (2020 – 2023). These priorities are:
•

Mental Health / Loneliness;

•

Youth Unemployment/ Career Pathways; and

•

Making Mental Health Support Services Known.

All Youth Council events, activities and projects will have these priorities at the forefront of
planning and implementation to support positive mental wellbeing and connectedness for
young people in Liverpool.
Library
•

Participating in the planning and delivery of the Mental Health Month “Living Library”
project, a collaborative project delivered in partnership with South Western Sydney
Local Health District Mental Health Unit and local service providers including Neami
National, STARTTS, SSI and Headspace. The project sought stories from
communities members whose lives have been touched by mental health concerns.
This resulted in four live events across October of community members telling their
stories and answering questions to help others, raise awareness of mental health
issues and highlight service providers. The stories included lived experience of
Bipolar, caring for a loved one with Schizoaffective Disorder and PTSD, lived
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experience of mental health recovery and stigma and a clinician’s perspective. The
Living Library was delivered across the SWS Wellbeing Facebook page and shared
to Liverpool City Library Facebook page to increase access to the stories and reach
a youth demographic. Past videos are also available through the Library website and
have been used in the tertiary education sector to give students real life insight and
value to their learning; and
•

Liverpool City Library is a registered venue as part of the Welcome Here project
https://www.welcomehere.org.au/. Finding acceptance and safe spaces within the
community contribute to positive mental health, particularly of adolescents. To
support this initiative Library staff also undertook PRIDE awareness eLearning
between March and May 2020 to develop a better understanding of diversity in the
community. The Welcome Here pinpoint can be seen in the Youth space in the
library and acts as a marker to young people that the library is a safe space.

Recreation
•

Youth Take Charge – a free 60-day mental health and wellbeing program for people
who have been referred by a medical or allied health professional. This program
supports people experiencing mental health concerns by providing additional social
and wellness support through fitness programs at Council’s Leisure Centres. This
program includes both youth and adult specific program streams.

Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative Spark Access Incursions;
Forever Young Seniors Street Art Class;
Creative Connection Art class;
International People with Disability Day including an online exhibition;
Bravery Unmasked;
Creativity Packs for Seniors in Isolation; and
Creativity Packs for Young Migrants and Refugees.

South Western Sydney Health and Arts Coordinator (partnership project with SWSLHD)
•
•

•

Domestic Violence Survivors Wellbeing Workshops;
The Healing Hospital Arts Project – Creating Wellbeing Environments. This project
aims to reduce social isolation, increased self-esteem, resilience, relaxation and selfexpression; and
Art at the Heart of Healthcare – creating better healing environments by providing
innovative arts programs that address mental health and wellbeing at Liverpool
Hospital.

It has been reported that instances of suicide are predicted to increase in Australia in light
of the coronavirus pandemic. Of particular concern is young people aged 12-25, many of
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whom are facing the additional pressure of end of school exams, increased social isolation
and loss of employment and income, particularly for those engaged in part-time and casual
work. Council is committed to pursuing further opportunities for implementing mental health
recovery and wellbeing initiatives in Liverpool, including supporting local suicide prevention
initiatives through various means. This support could include the provision of funding for
programs and activities and the sharing of information and resources with various networks.
Furthermore, Council will continue to act as an advocate to relevant state and federal
government bodies to raise awareness and encourage funding and resources be allocated
to the provision of mental health and suicide prevention services in Liverpool and South
Western Sydney.
2. Has Council conducted a review of services available to the local community?
Council’s convening role in the community services sector includes the ongoing collection
of accurate and up to date information on relevant community services and initiatives in the
Liverpool area, including mental health services. Council takes a lead role in the facilitation
of the following networks and interagenices:
• The Liverpool Youth Workers Network;
• The Liverpool Refugee and Migrant Interagency;
• Fairfield/Liverpool Homelessness Interagency;
• The South West Sydney Ageing and Disability Forum; and
• The Liverpool Community Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee.
These networks, comprised of service providers and community organisations in the
relevant sector, provide an opportunity for services and organisations to network and
connect, facilitate partnerships for specific projects and initiatives and provide up to date
and relevant information regarding programs, training opportunities and partnership
projects.
As part of Council’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Community Development
team undertook a service mapping project whereby information was gathered on the
community services sector, including their responses to COVID-19, changes to service
provision as result of the pandemic and challenges to service delivery presented by COVID19. This exercise supported Council’s understanding of the provision of services to
vulnerable community groups during COVID-19 and presented opportunities for Council to
offer assistance through funding or other in-kind support activities. The information gained
through this project has also allowed Council to identify gaps in service provision. The
Community Development team are reviewing these findings in more detail to pursue
opportunities to advocate for adequate services in a particular area.
3. What initiatives has Council implemented to support the mental health of staff
during this unprecedented time?
Council’s People and Organisational Development (POD), Risk Management and Work
Health and Safety departments have been instrumental in ensuring the ongoing mental
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wellbeing of staff during the COVID-19 pandemic. A number of initiatives were implemented
during the pandemic. These include:
•

Weekly CEO updates to provides updates to staff on Council’s response to the
pandemic, working remotely and mental health;

•

Inviting a psychologist to participate in one of these weekly conferences to discuss
mental health and wellbeing with staff;

•

Actively encouraging teams to stay connected and engaged with one another
through regular catch ups via Microsoft Teams;

•

Reminding staff of their ability to access the services of Council’s Employee
Assistance Program (EAP) Counselling Service;

•

Developing of “Working from Home” resources to assist staff to access the
necessary programs and functions remotely. These resources included tips on
wellbeing and self-care when working remotely;

•

Providing staff with details of “Mental Health Check Ins” and meetings with Council’s
EAP provider;

•

Periodically posting information on Yammer, Council’s internal social media tool,
including tips and reminders on looking after one’s own mental health and wellbeing,
reducing social isolation during social distancing restrictions, and sharing
experiences of working remotely amongst staff; and

•

As part of Mental Health Month (October), Council has been sharing additional
information regarding general mental wellbeing and supporting mental health during
COVID-19.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 02
287588.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Hagarty - Schoeffel Park

Background
Since it recently opened, Schoeffel Park has been a big success. Many families are using
the park and enjoying its facilities.
The demand has placed increased pressure on the surrounding road network.
There has been at least one accident and a number of near misses involving both cars and
pedestrians.
Questions
Please address the following:
1.

Do subsequent phases of the development of Schoeffel Park include car parking?

2.

If so, how many spots and where will they be located?

3.

What traffic treatments are being considered to the surrounding road network, in
particular Strzlecki Drive?

4.

When are these traffic treatments expected to be delivered?

5.

What consideration is given to the impact of the surrounding road and path networks
when planning and funding work to parks?

Response
The development of Schoeffel Park into a multi-purpose recreational facility and open space
will ultimately cost an estimated $2.5M. In view of the available annual funding levels, the
Project was originally staged over 3 years, with Stage 1 to be completed in 2019/20 (this is
now complete), Stage 2 planned for completion in 2020/21 followed by Stage 3 in 2021/22.
In May 2020, the Australian Government announced a $500M Road and Community
Infrastructure Program with $1.4M allocated to Liverpool. This additional funding enabled
Council to call tenders for Stages 2 and 3 as a single package enabling entire works to be
brought forward and completed by June 2021.
1. Schoeffel Park - staging and scope of works
Stages 2 and 3 of the Schoeffel Park Project will commence in early 2021 and will include
the provision of:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

solar lighting along the internal pathways;
a bike pump track;
outdoor gym;
amenities building;
children’s playground; and
indented parking bays along Strzlecki Drive and Singleton Street providing 50 car
spaces.

It is anticipated that these works will be completed by the end of June 2021.
2.

Proposed Traffic Treatments and Delivery Timeframe

The road network close to the park includes Strzlecki Drive, Schoeffel Grove, Singleton
Street and Rosedale Circuit. These streets are all local residential streets with the default
urban residential speed limit of 50km/h. A speed classification carried out along Strzlecki
Drive indicated that the 85th percentile speed was 58km/h.
Council recently inspected the road network close to the park and identified the need for
pedestrian crossing facilities at the Strzlecki Drive/Schoeffel Grove and Rosedale
Circuit/Strzlecki Drive intersections.
Council is also investigating appropriate traffic calming devices to address the identified
traffic and pedestrian safety issues. The traffic calming devices would include speed humps
whilst the pedestrian facilities would include road narrowing or a pedestrian refuge at
Strzlecki Drive /Schoeffel Grove and Strzlecki Drive / Singleton Street intersections.
A design layout of these facilities will be presented to the November 2020 meeting of the
Liverpool Pedestrian, Active Transport and Traffic Committee for consideration.
The proposed traffic calming device and pedestrian crossing facilities will be installed during
construction of the indented car parking bays.
3. Planning for broader impacts arising from open space development works
Council’s infrastructure development activities are driven by the Delivery Program and the
long-term Capital Works Program. The scope of identified open space development projects
are first determined using Council’s relevant strategies, relevant standards and guidelines,
which are translated into preliminary concept designs. Relevant areas of Council also provide
input into the design to ensure broader connectivity and access issues are properly
considered. These designs are then presented to the community as part of a broader
community consultation process, which seeks to obtain community feedback and input into
the preliminary designs.
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With regards to Schoeffel Park, the community consultation process identified the following
issues:
• the current traffic speeding issues along Strzlecki Drive and the potential for this
issue to be exacerbated following completion of the Park;
• the need for off-street car parking; and
• amenities.
While Council’s original plan was to progressively deliver the various elements of the
Project over a 3-year program, the program is now being accelerated to enable full
completion by June 2021.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 03
287589.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Hadchiti - Board walk / bank stabilisation in the
Shepherd Street Precinct

Please address the following:
1. Can an update please be provided on the delivery of the board walk / bank
stabilisation which formed part of a VPA in the Shepherd Street precinct?
Response
A Voluntary Planning Agreement (VPA) has been executed between Council and the
following parties:
•

Shepherd Street Developments Pty Ltd

•

Coronation (33 Shepherd St) Pty Ltd

•

Coronation (28 Shepherd St) Pty Ltd

•

Coronation (26 Shepherd St) Pty Ltd

•

Shepherd Property Nominee Pty Limited

The purpose of the VPA is to deliver infrastructure and for the payment of financial
contributions to support the redevelopment of the Shepherd Street precinct in Liverpool.
Council currently holds a bank guarantee in excess of $12m for the works identified in the
VPA.
Council has been working with Coronation in relation to the delivery of the infrastructure
items identified in the VPA. To date, a number of items have been delivered, however the
riverbank works (bank stabilisation and shared path) have not been completed.
On 25 February 2020, Coronation submitted design drawings for the riverbank works for
Council’s review. Following a review of the design drawings, Council identified a number of
issues that needed to be addressed in the design, with advice being provided to Coronation
to that effect on 17 March 2020.
In September 2020, Council received revised engineering plans for the riverbank works. As
of 3 November 2020, Council has accepted the design as complete, subject to an
independent peer review (as required by the VPA). Agreement on the design does not
represent an approval to undertake the works.
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Now that the design is agreed, Council has commenced assessment of the Review of
Environmental Factors (REF) submitted by Coronation. The REF forms the basis for Council
assessment and approval of the works under Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act, 1979. Council has requested Coronation update the REF to reflect the
updated design drawings and other matters within 28 days. This will enable council to
finalise assessment and issue the approval this year.
Council will continue to work with Coronation to ensure the earliest delivery timeframe for
the works identified in the VPA.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 04
287590.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Hagarty - Amazon

Background
Amazon has now been operating in Liverpool for several years.
In late 2018, I asked the following questions on notice.
Two years on from those questions, Amazon has been one of the few businesses to benefit
from the COVID-19 pandemic.
Hopefully Liverpool Amazon’s employees and its subcontracted employees are also
benefiting.
Questions
Please address the following:
What percentage of workers based at the Amazon Moorebank fulfilment centre are:
•

from the Liverpool LGA?

•

directly employed by Amazon?

•

employed by a labour hire company?

•

in insecure casual employment?

Response
No direct response to the above questions were provided by Amazon but the following
statement has been issued by the company in response:
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 05
293427.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Rhodes - Valuation of Property Surrounding Western
Sydney Airport

With reference to Council report EGROW 01 Draft Western Sydney Aerotropolis Joint
Contributions Plan 2020 from the Council meeting of 27 October 2020, please address the
following:
The statement below is an extract from the report:
“Penrith and Liverpool Councils have engaged with both DPIE and the WSPP
throughout the preparation of the background report and contributions plan. The
Councils have liaised with consultants working on behalf of the WSPP on feasibility
testing within the Aerotropolis in order to understand land values.”
1. With reference to the above statement, has Council used an assumed land value in
order to determine the value of the land necessary for Council to acquire for
community provisions included in the contributions plan?
2. The rates for the land affected by the new Airport have increased based on averaged
sales in the area. If sales in the area were recorded at approximately $1m per acre
similar to the price paid for the Leppington Triangle being approximately 30 acres and
other known sales of similar price and considering the controversy surrounding
claiming that price paid for the Leppington Triangle was way above the Governments
perceived real value of the land and that the reported revised more realistic value of
the triangle was more likely $3million:
a) How was the $3m re-evaluation figure derived? Was that figure based on recent
sales within the area?
b) Did the Valuer General’s Department average the sales that included properties
sold at $1m per acre in their figures to increase the rates in the area?
c) And, if the averaged sales for the area that included the $1m per acre price tag is
now considered by the Federal Government to be unreasonable are our
constituents in the affected areas of the Aerotropolis being charged too much in
rates?
3. What land value per acre will or has Council considered in order to acquire the land
it needs to be able to provide community facilities that it includes in the Contributions
Plan and has that value taken into consideration the market price of $1m per acre
that more than just the Leppington Triangle have been sold for?
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Response
1. Land values listed in the draft Aerotropolis Contributions Plan are generic estimates
based on anticipated land use. They are not intended to be specific to any site. The
schedule of generic land values is prepared from research of superlot development
sites in Western Sydney. Generic rates are developed from analysed sale rates of
development sites by their proposed use. They are intended to represent
developable land that is not flood affected.
2. a) There are many factors that the NSW Valuer General uses in determining the
value of land. It is not clear from the information available what specific factors
were used in deriving the value of this property.
b) The values that are currently being used to assess Council rates are as at 1
July 2019 and would reflect conditions, zonings and comparable sales data for
the years 2016 to 2019. Only the Valuer General could advise how the impact
of one sale amongst many would affect the surrounding areas or whether it was
viewed as an exception to the overall data used to value the area as a whole.
c)

Council must use the values as supplied by the Valuer General to determine
rates. If landowners believe that the land value of their property is not correct or
inflated due to any particular sale or exceptional circumstance, they have the
ability to lodge an objection with the Valuer General.

3. The Aerotropolis Contributions Plan Background Report (Table 29) identifies
acquisition rates for community infrastructure. These values have been factored
into the total acquisition cost for land in the Contributions Plan.
Land type
Acquisition
Acquisition rate
Acquisition rate
rate
($/acre)
($/hectare)
($/m2)
Passive open space
$85
$343,983
$850,000
Active open space
$400
$1,618,744
$4,000,000
Social infrastructure
$400
$1,618,744
$4,000,000
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 06
308851.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Rhodes - Delivering a Multicultural Park for Liverpool

Can Council please address the concerns of members of the Public that might be outlined
in Council’s intended methodology to progress the delivery of a Multicultural Park as
moved at the September Council meeting including questions below:
1.

Will the Park will be an equal and inclusive opportunity for all diverse nationalities
that make up Liverpool’s multicultural community?

2.

Will all initiatives be in accordance with Council’s Multicultural Policies, and
Procedures?

3.

How do all interested nationalities make application for expressions of interest?

4.

Will there be Community consultation?

5.

What will be the likely time frame for the expressions of interest and delivery
process to follow?

6.

Will there be open and transparent communication with the Public as the plans for
the Park develop on Council Website and through Social Media?

Background
There has been considerable public Interest in the Motion moved at the September Council
meeting 2020 that will deliver a Multicultural Park in Liverpool.
Many constituents have expressed their confusion in regards to the motion.
Some community members who may be unaware of Council’s Policies, Procedures and
Regulations governing Multiculturalism may be taking the opportunity to unnecessarily
spread fear and anxiety in the Liverpool LGA.
In the interest of quelling any further unnecessary fear and anxiety in the Community the
above questions have been submitted to me for Council to address.
Response
1. Will the Park be an equal and inclusive opportunity for all diverse nationalities
that make up Liverpool’s multicultural community?
Liverpool is one of Australia’s most culturally diverse cities and this diversity is our
strength. Residents from 150 nationalities, speaking 140 languages, call Liverpool
home. This means over 40% of Liverpool residents are born overseas, and about
60% speak a language other than English.
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The development of the Liverpool Multicultural Park is to celebrate and reflect this
significant cultural diversity, and the social cohesion and community harmony
enjoyed by our community. The Park will be an inclusive space for all residents to
celebrate the many cultures and contributions they make to Liverpool.
2. Will all initiatives be in accordance with Council’s Multicultural Policies, and
Procedures?
Yes. The development of the Park will be informed and guided by various policies
and strategies of Council. They will include, but not limited to:
•

Recreation, Open Space and Sports Strategy;

•

Community Facilities Strategy;

•

Cultural Strategy;

•

Reconciliation Action Plan;

•

Disability Inclusion Action Plan;

•

Economic Development Strategy;

•

City Activation Plan;

•

Communications Strategy;

•

Destination Management Plan; and

•

Relevant environmental, planning and control plans.

3. How do all interested nationalities make application for expressions of
interest?
Planning for this project will commence soon. Council staff are currently investigating
the feasibility of suitable sites. A Project Plan is being developed; and it will be
inclusive of a Comprehensive Community Consultation Plan; and methodologies to
submit expressions of interests and ideas by community. The process for
participation and opportunities for contribution will be promoted widely to all residents
of Liverpool, using the many communication channels of Council. The interpretation
and incorporation process of ideas will be analysed and further consultation with
community will be facilitated.
4. Will there be Community consultation?
Yes, as stated above, the Project Plan will be inclusive of a Comprehensive
Community Consultation Plan. The community consultation will commence at the
planning stage and will continue throughout the project.
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5. What will be the likely time frame for the expressions of interest and delivery
process to follow?
The timeframes for community participation will be built into the Project Plan and
they will be promoted through Council’s diverse communication channels. The
delivery timeframe will be investigated through the planning process. Preliminary
discussion with key internal stakeholders has commenced and will inform future
public consultation.
6. Will there be open and transparent communication with the Public as the plans
for the Park develop on Council Website and through Social Media?
The success of the Multicultural Park is dependent on inclusive and active
participation of all community groups. To achieve this, a communication strategy will
form part of the Comprehensive Community Consultation Plan, which will detail the
process for community participation and to ensure all residents can have a say.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 07
309644.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Ayyad - Civic Place

How many people were in favour of Civic Place following our last round of community
consultation?
How many people were against Civic Place following our last round of community
consultation?
What does that equate to in percentages?
New information regarding Liverpool Civic Place has now been placed on Council’s website
since its last meeting. In the section titled ‘Response to Community Consultation’, Council
makes the following comment on its graph (see graph below):
“A Facebook post with factual errors about Liverpool Civic Place was posted (25 June).”
Please answer the following questions:
-

What was said in that Facebook post?
What are the ‘factual errors’ contained in that post?
Who posted it?
Please provide a copy of that post.
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A response to these questions will be provided in the 16 December 2020 Council
meeting business papers.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 08
310051.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Kaliyanda - Liverpool Bike Plan: Implementation
Status

Please address the following:
1.

What is the current status of the Liverpool Bike Plan 2018-2023? What measures or
aspects of the Bike Plan have been implemented to date?

2.

What impact has COVID-19 had
network/infrastructure?

3.

How have we engaged with the State or Federal Governments to acquire available
data in relation to this?

4.

A core element of the Bike Plan was the development and implementation of
wayfinding signage in relation to the bike paths and infrastructure. What is the status
of the implementation of this? What discussions have taken place with other
organisations, i.e. Western Sydney Parklands, in relation to this?

5.

How has Council sought partnerships and worked with other organisations in order
to address this issue?

on

the

usage of

the

existing

bike

A response to these questions will be provided in the 16 December 2020 Council
meeting business papers.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

QWN 09
310057.2020
Question with Notice - Clr Kaliyanda - Green Star Rating Scheme Changes

Please address the following:
1.

Given the significant changes to the benchmarks used to determine Green Star
Ratings, how do current and future council buildings perform against the new
benchmarks?

2.

What impact will this have on other significant developments in the Liverpool LGA?

3.

How will this impact the assessment process of such developments, especially when
they are considered by the Design Excellence Panel (DEP)?

4.

What other impacts will the changes to these benchmarks have in the Liverpool
LGA?

A response to these questions will be provided in the 16 December 2020 Council
meeting business papers.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

EGROW 05
297711.2020
Planning proposal request to rezone land and amend development standards
in the Liverpool Local Environmental Plan for land at Moore Point Bridges Road,
Moorebank

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Ayyad

Seconded: Clr Balloot

That Council:
1.

Notes the advice of the Liverpool Local Planning Panel;

2.

Endorses in principle the planning proposal request with the following amendments:
a) an additional 1.5 hectares of open space marked as ‘Open Space
Investigation’ adjacent to Haigh Park;
b) a minimum 40m RE1 – Public Recreation zone is provided along Lake Moore;

3.

Endorses the Urban Design Study and Structure Plan for the George’s River North
precinct, with the above amendments, to guide the assessment of future planning
proposals in this area;

4.

Notes that further detailed studies, including site contamination, acoustic, flood, flood
evacuation and transport impact assessment will be completed post Gateway
determination;

5.

Notes the offer from the proponent to enter into a Voluntary Planning Agreement
and/or the preparation of a Local Infrastructure Contributions Plan to ensure there is
appropriate funding for local infrastructure to support development in the precinct;

6.

Delegates to the A/CEO authority to negotiate a planning agreement with the
proponent, agree the terms of offer with the proponent and report back to Council
the details of any planning agreement, consistent with Council’s Planning
Agreements Policy;

7.

Delegates to the A/CEO authority to prepare the formal planning proposal including
any typographical or other editing amendments if required;

8.

Forwards a planning proposal to the Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment, pursuant to Section 3.34 of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979, seeking a Gateway determination with a recommendation
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that completion of relevant studies be included as a condition of any Gateway
determination and that the Department play an active role in the planning process
given the strategic significance of this proposal to Liverpool and Greater Sydney;
and
9.

Receives a further report on the outcomes of public exhibition and community
consultation.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
Vote for:

Mayor Waller, Clr Ayyad, Clr Balloot, Clr Hadchiti, Deputy Mayor Hadid, Clr
Hagarty, Clr Kaliyanda, Clr Karnib and Clr Shelton.

Vote against: Clr Harle and Clr Rhodes.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CORP 07
313763.2020
Annual Financial Reports 2019/20

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Hagarty

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council:
1.

Receives and endorses the 2019/20 audited financial reports;

2.

Authorises the Mayor, Deputy Mayor, Acting Chief Executive Officer and the
Responsible Accounting Officer (CFO) to sign the prescribed statement that will form
part of the financial reports;

3.

Authorises the Acting Chief Executive Officer to:

4.

a.

forward a copy of the financial reports together with the auditor’s report to the
Office of Local Government in accordance with Section 417(5) of the Local
Government Act 1993;

b.

issue a public notice containing a summary of financial results and put the
financial statements on exhibition for 7 days to seek public submissions;

Note that the financial statements and a summary of public submissions received
will be presented to Council at its next meeting for consideration and adoption.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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PRESENTATIONS BY COUNCILLORS
Clr Hagarty made a presentation regarding the ISKA Karate Australian Open.
Clr Hagarty attended the International Sport Karate Association (ISKA) Australian Open on
the weekend of 21 & 22 November 2020. Clr Hagarty highlighted the challenges relating to
Covid-19 that were successfully managed during the event and relayed ISKA’s appreciation
of Council’s financial contribution, which allowed ISKA to be Covid safe during the event.
As the ISKA World Championships were not held this year, the World Championship belt and
a face mask were given to Councillor Hagarty in thanks for Council’s support.
Mayor Waller stated that Council would send a letter to ISKA to thank them for their gift and
that the World Championship belt and face mask would be framed and put on display in an
appropriate place.

Clr Rhodes made a presentation regarding the WSROC AGM.
Western Sydney Region of Councils held their Annual General Meeting on Thursday 19
November I was pleased that two fellow Councillors, Councillor Peter Harle and Councillor
Charishma Kaliyanda also attended and witnessed for themselves the value for Liverpool as
a participating Council.
The principal address was by Australian writer and comedian Craig Reucassel who is the
renowned presenter of “War on Waste” and “Fight for Planet A” through which he advocates
for sustainable solution to Waste, whilst on the program Big Weather he addresses such
issues as climate change, energy efficiency, bushfires, flooding and extreme heat.
His address was both entertaining and enlightening as he traversed the current failures and
contemplated possible future solutions.
WSROC is well placed to continue to advocate for, and deliver programs that undoubtably will
assist all Council Members for the coming year.
The on-going and new WSROC projects are too numerous to include in this report but just a
couple of the projects funded for the coming year include:
•

The continuation of Western Sydney Energy Program that facilitates a regional
approach to energy efficiency;

•

WSROC has helped shape the NSW Governments 20 Year Waste Strategy;
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•

Supported alternate waste infrastructure provisioning and service delivery models that
could be delivered through Local Councils, such as:
o

Local Planning Review, a collaborative effort to integrate urban heat controls into
the NSW Planning System;

o

Cool Suburbs, a voluntary rating tool to support heat mitigation;

o

Behind the Meter Solar, supporting council owned solar sites delivering saving their
communities; and

o

Solar PPA’s working with participating Councils to procure renewable energy for
Council operations via a Power Purchase Agreement.

WSROC continues to support our council members in advocation for transport infrastructure
to serve the entire Western City and yes that includes lobbying for the continuation of the
Bankstown Metro and the Leppington connection to the New Airport.
It is a great honour and privilege to be able to also announce that at the AGM I was returned
for a 2nd term onto the Executive Board of WSROC as Treasurer, Hawksbury Council Mayor
Clr Barry Calvert was returned for a 3rd term as President, Blacktown Council Mayor Tony
Bleasdale was returned as Senior Vice President, Blue Mountains Councillor Don McGregor
returned as Junior Vice President.
It is also my privilege to be able to confirm that WSROC is in a strong financial position to be
able to continue its ongoing delivery of their essential benefits to member Councils.
Over this year WSROC secured over $1.2m in grant funding for projects open to Council
members
The Western Sydney energy program has delivered to participating Councils $15.8m and
more than 320,000 tonnes of greenhouse savings to date.
Anti-waste projects supported Councils in delivering 95% litter reduction in targeted parks and
public spaces, and WSROC successfully advocated for support for refugees during COVID
resulting in $4m NSW Government funding.
As Council is aware, hosting the WSROC COVID Safe face to face meetings are shared
between all WSROC member Councils.
It was announced at the AGM that next year on Thursday 25 February, it will be Liverpool’s
honour to host WSROC’s Board of Directors meeting.
This announcement at the AGM drew comments of great anticipated expectations from all the
other Councils present.
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No pressure intended but apparently Liverpool Council has an excellent reputation where we
have set the bar very high and to which other councils aspire.
I reassured the members that Liverpool will live up to their expectations and to that end I have
already forwarded to the CEO, the very high standard set at the AGM as a guide.
WSROC continues to be a joint organisation of councils that has delivered great value to
Liverpool Council and will continue to do so.

Clr Kaliyanda made a presentation regarding the Annual Presentation Days of the
Kemps Creek United football club.
Council and Mayor were thanked for funding that allowed a new car park to be built. After
Covid-19, the Mayor and Councillors will be invited to a ribbon cutting event.
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NOTICES OF MOTION
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

NOM 01
309977.2020
Council leading in good governance practices

NOTICE OF MOTION (submitted by Clr Ayyad)
That Council create a policy that enables Councillors to access independent professional
advice and that policy be reported to the next meeting of council.
Motion:

Moved: Clr Ayyad

Seconded: Clr Balloot

That Council seek advice from the Office of Local Government to create a policy, including
a budget limit, that enables Councillors in good faith to access independent professional
advice and that policy be reported to Council.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
Mayor Waller, Clr Shelton and Clr Harle requested that they be recorded as voting against
the motion.
Mayor Waller called for a recess of Council at 8.06pm.
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Mayor Waller reopened the meeting at 8.15pm.
At 8.15pm Mayor Waller moved the meeting into Confidential Session and dealt with items
MOU 01, CONF 01, CONF 02, CONF 03, CONF 04, CONF 05, CONF 06 and MAYOR 01
pursuant to provisions of:
•

s10(A)(2)(a) of the Local Government Act because it contains personal matters
concerning particular individuals (other than councillors); and

•

s10(A)(2)(c) of the Local Government Act because it contains information that would,
if disclosed, confer a commercial advantage on a person with whom the Council is
conducting (or proposes to conduct) business.

MOTION OF URGENCY
ITEM NO:
SUBJECT:
Motion:

MOU 01
Council’s Safe Work Practices
Moved: Clr Hadchiti

Seconded: Clr Hadid

That a verbal report be received from the Acting Chief Executive Officer on Council’s safe
work practices and policies including whether improvements can be made and if this is the
case, whether any extra resources are required.
Mayor Waller ruled that the motion was urgent and can be considered at this meeting.

A verbal report was then received from the Acting Chief Executive Officer.
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CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CONF 01
281973.2020
Report back - Out of Office Hours Compliance Officers

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council:
1.

Trial an after-hours on-call compliance service utilising an on-call roster 24 hours a
day, at an estimated cost of $115,465 per annum;

2.

Promote the new service to Liverpool residents including the contact details on
Council’s website and social media platforms; and

3.

Monitor and review the service after six months and report back to Council at the
end of the trial period.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CONF 02
295404.2020
Dedication to Council of Lots 25 and 26 DP1220035 Somme Avenue,
Edmondson Park for drainage purposes

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Hagarty

That Council:
1.

Approves a Deed of Settlement and Release associated with dedication of Lots 25
and 26 in DP 1220035, Somme Avenue, Edmondson Park on the terms outlined in
this confidential report;

2.

Authorises the Acting CEO or their delegated officer to execute a Deed of Settlement
and Release or any other document, under Power of Attorney, necessary to give
effect to the decision in item 1 above, and

3.

Keeps confidential this report pursuant to the provisions of Section 10A(2)(c) of the
Local Government Act 1993 as this information would, if disclosed, confer a
commercial advantage on a person with whom Council is conducting (or proposes
to conduct) business.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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Clr Hadchiti and Clr Hagarty left the virtual room at 8.31pm.
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CONF 03
298756.2020
2021 Australia Day Awards

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Kaliyanda

That Council:
1.

Endorse the recommended award recipients as proposed in the report; and

2.

Keep the report and nominations containing the recommended award recipients
confidential, pursuant to the provision of Section 10A(2)(a) of the Local Government
Act 1993.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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Clr Hadchiti and Clr Hagarty returned to the virtual room at 8.33pm.
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CONF 04
302107.2020
Review and update on potential Council surplus land

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Hadchiti

Seconded: Clr Karnib

That Council:
1.

2.

Endorses the further investigation and sale of the following properties:
•

75-77 Hill Road, Lurnea (comprising Lot 1 DP 513777, Lot 2 DP 513777, Lot 3
DP 513777 and Lot 4 DP51377)

•

22 First Avenue, Hoxton Park (comprising Lot 1 DP 1220807, Lot 2 DP 1220807
and Lot 3 DP 1220807)

•

9 McLean St, Liverpool (Lot 7 DP 238364)

Receive a further report upon completion of investigations and for a decision on the
reserve price prior to sale.

Foreshadowed motion:

Moved: Clr Hagarty

Seconded: Clr Hadchiti

That Council:
1.

2.

Endorses the further investigation into the suitable uses of the following properties:
•

75-77 Hill Road, Lurnea (comprising Lot 1 DP 513777, Lot 2 DP 513777, Lot 3
DP 513777 and Lot 4 DP51377)

•

22 First Avenue, Hoxton Park (comprising Lot 1 DP 1220807, Lot 2 DP 1220807
and Lot 3 DP 1220807)

•

9 McLean St, Liverpool (Lot 7 DP 238364)

Receive a further report upon completion of investigations.

On being put to the meeting the motion (moved by Clr Hadchiti) was declared LOST. The
Foreshadowed motion (moved by Clr Hagarty) then became the motion and on being put
to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
Vote for (the Foreshadowed motion moved by Clr Hagarty): Mayor Waller, Clr Balloot, Clr
Hadchiti, Clr Hadid, Clr Hagarty, Clr Harle, Clr Kaliyanda, Clr Karnib, Clr Rhodes, Clr
Shelton.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CONF 05
301922.2020
Revenue Pricing Policy (Fees and Charges) - Review of Telecommunications
Infrastructure Facilities Fees

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Hagarty

Seconded: Clr Rhodes

That Council maintains the current Fees and Charges relating to Telecommunications
Infrastructure Facilities on Council owned/managed land per provider for 2020/2021 in line
with resolution CEO 03 of the Council meeting on 29 July 2020.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

CONF 06
301399.2020
Liverpool Animal Shelter

COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:

Moved: Clr Rhodes

Seconded: Clr Harle

That Council:
1.

Approve an exemption from the tender requirements of the Local Government Act
1993, pursuant to Section 55(3)(i) of the Local Government Act 1993 for the
extension of the interim arrangements with Rossmore Vet for a further period as
outlined in this report;

2.

Notes that alternatives to house impounded animals within the LGA on an interim
basis have previously been investigated and that there are no suitable alternatives,
other than Rossmore Vet; and

3.

Delegates authority to the A/CEO to enter into an agreement with Rossmore Vet for
a further period as outlined in this report.

On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
Councillors voted unanimously for this motion.
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MAYORAL MINUTE
ITEM NO:
FILE NO:
SUBJECT:

MAYOR 01
321366.2020
Selection of Chief Executive Officer

On 24 June 2020, Council resolved to appoint Local Government Management Solutions
(LGMS) to assist scoping, advertising and assessing applications for the position of Chief
Executive Officer.
LGMS advertised the position across various online recruitment websites from Friday, 14
August 2020, and applications closed on Monday, 7 September 2020.
The Recruitment Panel interviewed five candidates on Thursday 15 and Friday 16 October
2020. The LGMS report and a probity report from O’Connor Marsden & Associates Pty
Limited (OCM) on the recruitment process have been circulated under separate confidential
cover to Councillors.
The Recruitment Panel agreed unanimously to recommend one candidate to Council in
closed session at the Ordinary Meeting on 25 November 2020.
It is proposed that Mark Anderson, Manager, Local Government Management Solutions,
who sat on the Recruitment Panel, attend the closed session to answer any questions
Council may have.
COUNCIL DECISION
Motion:
1.

Moved: Mayor Waller

That the recommended successful candidate be offered the position of Chief
Executive Officer of Liverpool City Council and the Mayor be authorised, with advice
from the Recruitment Consultant to finalise negotiations based on the following:
a) A five (5) year performance-based Contract, as advertised.
b) An annual total remuneration package to be kept confidential.
c) The contract of employment being in accordance with the standard contract
required by the Office of Local Government.
d) Adoption of the Council Policies in Schedule A of the contract relating to
entitlements provided to the Chief Executive Officer.
e) Commencement of the contract on a date to be negotiated, and in any event,
as soon as practicable.

2.

That no public announcement of the name of the successful candidate be made until
the Mayor has obtained a written acceptance of the offer from the preferred
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candidate.
3.

That the Employment Contract between the appointee and the Council be
executed under the Common Seal of the Council.

4.

That Council nominates the Mayor, Deputy Mayor and three other Councillors as
members of the Chief Executive Officer’s Performance Review Panel in
accordance with the Guidelines for the Appointment and Oversight of General
Managers issued by the Office of Local Government.

5.

That the Chief Executive Officer be invited to nominate a Councillor of their choice
as a representative on the Performance Review Panel.

6.

That the Council delegates to the Performance Review Panel the performance
management process including the signing, within three months of commencement
of the Chief Executive Officer’s Performance Agreement from date of
commencement, in accordance with the contract of employment.

7.

That the Council appoints an independent facilitator for a period of six months for
professional services up to the value of $10,000, to assist in the performance
management and review process and to provide advice and support to the Mayor
and Chief Executive Officer.

8.

That the Council seeks two quotations for the subsequent role as an independent
facilitator to assist in the performance management and review process and to
provide advice and support during the year for the Mayor and Chief Executive
Officer, and delegates the appointment of the ongoing independent facilitator to the
Performance Review Panel.

9.

That the Council undertakes a performance review against the agreed criteria
following the completion of the first six months in the role and every six months
thereafter.

Motion:

Moved: Clr Kaliyanda

Seconded: Clr Harle

That the Chief Executive Officer’s Performance Review Panel referred to in Point 4 of the
above Mayoral Minute consist of the Mayor Waller, Deputy Mayor Hadid, Clr Hagarty, Clr
Rhodes and Clr Balloot.
On being put to the meeting the motion was declared CARRIED.
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Mayor Waller reopened the meeting at 9.26pm and read the resolutions made in Closed
Session for items MOU 01, CONF 01, CONF 02, CONF 03, CONF 04, CONF 05, CONF 06
and MAYOR 01.

THE MEETING CLOSED AT 9.34pm.

<Signature>
Name: Wendy Waller
Title: Mayor
Date:

16 December 2020

I have authorised a stamp bearing my
signature to be affixed to the pages of the
Minutes of the Council Meeting held on 25
November 2020. I confirm that Council has
adopted these Minutes as a true and
accurate record of the meeting.
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EGROW 01

Draft Urban Cat Management Plan

Leading through Collaboration
Strategic Direction
Strive for best practice in all Council processes
File Ref

292594.2020

Report By

Nada Mardini - Manager Community Standards

Approved By

David Smith - Acting Director City Economy and Growth

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 27 May 2020, Council resolved to “work towards (developing) an urban stray cat
management plan”. As part of research for the preparation of the plan, contact was made with
Emeritus Professor Jacquie Rand and Emeritus Professor Helen Swarbrick who are both on
the board of the Australian Pet Welfare Foundation (APWF).
The APWF is a not-for-profit organisation with an extensive track record and expertise in urban
cat management. Two workshops were conducted with Professor Jacquie Rand and
Professor Helen Swarbrick which provided background information for the development of the
Urban Cat Management Plan.
The purpose of the Plan is to reduce cat related complaints in the community including
behaviour such as roaming, soiling and noise, as well as promoting responsible pet ownership,
educating the community and improved welfare of cats.
In order to manage cat populations and improve outcomes for cats and the community, the
following is recommended in the Plan:
•

Desexing programs that are low cost or free;

•

Encouraging residents to utilise subsidised desexing programs through having a
Community Liaison Officer working with them;

•

Providing free vaccination and microchipping events to encourage registration and
identification; and

•

Developing effective public education communication material to promote
responsible cat ownership.

The draft urban Cat Management Plan and Action Plan is included as Attachment 1. An
action plan has been developed for 2021 to implement the key actions contained in the Plan.
The action plan will cost approximately $185,000 annually.
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RECOMMENDATION
That Council:
1.

Endorse the draft Urban Cat Management Plan and Action Plan for consultation and
advice from the Companion Animals Advisory Committee; and

2.

Receive a further report on the adoption of the Urban Cat Management Plan and
Action Plan following consultation with the Companion Animals Advisory Committee
incorporating any recommended changes.

REPORT
Background
Council resolved on 27 May 2020 to “work towards (developing) an urban stray cat
management plan”. As part of research for the preparation of the plan, contact was made with
Emeritus Professor Jacquie Rand, Veterinary Internal Medicine and Executive Director and
Chief Scientist of the Australian Pet Welfare Foundation (APWF) and Emeritus Professor
Helen Swarbrick who is on the board for the Australian Pet Welfare Foundation and is a
Community Cat Coordinator.
The APWF is a not-for-profit organisation with an extensive track record and expertise in urban
cat management. APWF is the peak research body and advocate for pet welfare in Australia.
It is also leading Australia in researching effective cat management strategies to reduce intake
into shelters and to reduce euthanasia rates and costs.
Emeritus Professor Rand has been involved in shelter research over the last 14 years,
including collaborative studies with the RSPCA, Animal Welfare League (AWL) and local
government.
Emeritus Professor Helen Swarbrick has worked in advocacy and consulting roles with Sydney
Councils, in developing effective cat management strategies.
Two workshops were conducted with Professor Jacquie Rand and Professor Helen Swarbrick
which provided the background information for the Urban Cat Management Plan.
This report provides a summary of the areas covered in the Urban Cat Management Plan.
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Cat Numbers in the Liverpool LGA
It is estimated, based on average statistics reported by the RSPCA, that there are
approximately 24,000 owned cats and 10,000 – 20,000 unowned or semi owned cats in the
Liverpool LGA. However, the Companion Animals Register indicates there are 13,000 cats
registered/identified for the period 2010-2020 in the Liverpool LGA.
Legislation
The Companion Animals Act 1998 and Regulations requires cats to be microchipped by 12
weeks of age and registered by 6 months of age. Cats are also free to roam except in
prohibited areas (wildlife protection areas and within 10 meters of public food preparation
areas).
Purpose of the Urban Cat Management Plan
The purpose of the Urban Cat Management Plan is to reduce cat related complaints in the
community concerning behaviours such as roaming, soiling and noise, as well as promoting
responsible pet ownership, educating the community and improving welfare of humans and
cats.
Strategic Framework for Cat Management
In 2018 – 2019, 659 cats from suburbs in the Liverpool LGA went to the RSPCA. Of these,
69% were stray cats and 76% were kittens. Out of these, 5 were reclaimed (1.89%), 49%
rehomed and 37% euthanised.
Current RSPCA Australia National Statistics indicate that there is only a 4% reclaim rate from
pounds and the RSPCA. Very few cats have microchips and of those that do, 37% have the
wrong contact details.
These figures indicate that there are:
•

Excessive numbers of stray cats/kittens;

•

Large numbers of owned but unidentified and unregistered cats; and

•

Large numbers being euthanised.

In addition, given the estimated cat numbers mentioned above and the unsatisfactory
outcomes for cats that are surrendered to shelters (e.g. the RSPCA) the following focus areas
should be considered in order to manage cat population and outcomes in the Liverpool LGA:
•

Desexing programs that are low cost or free desexing subsidies.

•

Encouraging residents to utilise subsidised desexing programs through having a
Community Liaison Officer working with them.
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•

Provide free vaccination and microchipping events to encourage registration and
identification.

•

Develop effective public education communication material to promote responsible cat
ownership.

Consolidated Action Plan for 2021
•

Employ a Community Liaison Officer for 12 months to implement programs and work
with the community;

•

Provide free vaccination and microchipping events quarterly;

•

Prepare a responsible cat ownership education program;

•

Promote desexing subsidy;

•

Commence a free desexing program targeting the 2168 suburbs (Busby, Ashcroft,
Miller, Cartwright, Heckenberg and Sadlier).

Financial Implications
The following is an estimated cost to Council over a 12-month period to fund the Action Plan:
•

Community Liaison Officer and free microchipping and vaccination events $140,000;

•

Free desexing programs and desexing subsidy $40,000; and

•

Education and Communication $5,000.

Review
It is recommended that Council review the action plan after 12 months and report the
outcomes to Council.
Conclusion
It is recommended that Council endorse the draft Urban Cat Management Plan and Action
Plan for consultation and advice from the Companion Animals Advisory Committee and
receive a further report on the adoption of the Urban Cat Management Plan and Action Plan
following consultation with the Companion Animals Advisory Committee incorporating any
recommended changes.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

A Consolidated Action Plan has been developed for 2021 to
implement the key actions in the Plan. The action plan will cost
approximately $185,000 annually.
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Environment

Raise community awareness and support action in relation to
environmental issues.
Raise awareness in the community about the available services and
facilities.

Social
Support community organisations, groups and volunteers to deliver
coordinated services to the community.
Act as an environmental leader in the community.
Foster neighbourhood pride and a sense of responsibility.
Encourage the community to engage in Council initiatives and
actions.
Civic Leadership

Provide information about Council’s services, roles and decision
making processes.
Deliver services that are customer focused.
Operate a well-developed governance system that demonstrates
accountability, transparency and ethical conduct.

Legislative

Companion Animal Act 1998 and Regulations.

Risk

The risk is deemed to be Low
This risk is considered within Council’s risk appetite.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Draft Urban Cat Management Plan
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EGROW 02

Enforcement Policy Review

Leading through Collaboration
Strategic Direction
Strive for best practice in all Council processes
File Ref

314965.2020

Report By

Nada Mardini - Manager Community Standards

Approved By

David Smith - Acting Director City Economy and Growth

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council resolved on 26 August 2020, in relation to EGROW 02 - Consideration of
implementing a Development Assessment Compliance Policy “That Council receive and note
the report noting that the Enforcement Policy is under review and will be reported to the
December 2020 Council meeting.
The current Enforcement Policy has been reviewed, and in accordance with Council’s adopted
Policy Drafting Standard, the Enforcement Policy has become a Standard, which requires
approval by the Chief Executive Officer rather than a Policy adopted by Council.
The new Enforcement Standard to be adopted by the CEO is included in Attachment 1.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receive and note the report.
REPORT
Council resolved on 26 August 2020 that:
Council receive and note the report noting that the Enforcement Policy is under review
and will be reported to the December 2020 Council meeting.
The current Enforcement Policy (Attachment 2) was adopted by Council on 14 March 2016.
Under Council’s Policy Drafting Standard (adopted 30 July 2020) (Attachment 3), the
Enforcement Policy is categorised as a Standard. This is due to the fact the policy contains
mandatory and a prescriptive set of procedures which must be consistently followed by
Council Enforcement Officers. Standards also relate to a critical operational function which is
the case in this instance.
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The Enforcement Policy has been reviewed, and as it is a Standard, it requires approval by
the Chief Executive Officer rather than a Policy adopted by Council.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

There are no economic and financial considerations.

Environment

There are no environmental and sustainability considerations.

Social

There are no social and cultural considerations.

Civic Leadership

Operate a well-developed governance system that demonstrates
accountability, transparency and ethical conduct.

Legislative

Boarding Houses Act 2012.
Building Code of Australia.
Companion Animals Act 1998.
Contaminated Land Management Act 1997.
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
Fines Act 1996.
Food Act 2003.
Impounding Act 1993.
Local Government Act 1993.
NSW Road Rules 2014.
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997.
Public Health Act 2010.
Swimming Pools Act 1992.
Road Transport Act 2013.
Roads Act 1993.

Risk

There is no risk associated with this report.

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.

Enforcement Standard 2020 (Under separate cover)
Enforcement Policy 2016 (Under separate cover)
Policy Drafting Standard (Under separate cover)
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Endorsement of membership to the Community
COM 01

Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory
Committee 2020 - 2022
Leading through Collaboration

Strategic Direction
Encourage community participation in decision-making
File Ref

302449.2020

Report By

Galavizh Ahmadi Nia - Manager Community Development and
Planning

Approved By

Tina Sangiuliano - Acting Director City Community and Culture

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Liverpool Community Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee provides advice
and recommendations to Council in relation to community safety and crime prevention matters
including improvement of perceptions of safety, drugs and alcohol, and reducing injury in the
Liverpool Local Government Area (LGA).
Following on from the completion of an Expression of Interest process, this report seeks
Council’s endorsement of the newly appointed members of the Liverpool Community Safety
and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee for the 2020 – 2022 term.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council endorses the membership applications from agencies listed below as
members of the Liverpool Community Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee for
the period 2020 – 2022:
•

Liverpool City Police Area Command;

•

Scott Street Clinic;

•

MTC Australia;

•

Hume Community Housing Association;

•

Department of Communities and Justice;

•

PCYC Liverpool;

•

Liverpool Fairfield Suicide Prevention Network, Lifeline Macarthur;

•

South Western Sydney Local Health District (SWSLHD) Drug Health Services;
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•

South Western Sydney Local Health District (SWSLHD) Domestic Violence
Services;

•

South Western Sydney Local Health District (SWSLHD) Trauma Department;

•

Liverpool Neighbourhood Connections;

•

University of Wollongong; and

•

Drug and Alcohol Multicultural Education Centre (DAMEC).

REPORT
The Liverpool Community Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee provides advice
and recommendations to Council in relation to community safety and crime prevention matters,
including improvement of perceptions of safety, drugs and alcohol, and reducing injury in the
Liverpool Local Government Area (LGA).
The Liverpool Community Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee aims to achieve
the following outcomes:
•

Improve perception of safety and reduce crime in Liverpool LGA;

•

Improve community and business confidence;

•

Increase partnerships between Council government and non-government agencies,
including NSW Police Force, emergency service departments, NSW Health, NSW
Department of Family and Community Services, local businesses and the community;

•

Facilitate community input into Council decision-making processes in relation to local
crime and safety issues and concerns; and

•

Deliver projects and programs in accordance with the Pan Pacific Safe Communities
Network objectives to maintain Liverpool City’s accreditation as a Pan Pacific Safe
Community.

Council undertook an Expression of Interest process for membership during July – September
2020. Applications from the following agencies were received. It is recommended that Council
endorse the following agencies as members of the Liverpool Community Safety and Crime
Prevention Advisory Committee for the period 2020 – 2022:
•

Liverpool City Police Area Command;

•

Scott Street Clinic;

•

MTC Australia;

•

Hume Community Housing Association;

•

Department of Communities and Justice;

•

PCYC Liverpool;

•

Liverpool Fairfield Suicide Prevention Network, Lifeline Macarthur;

•

South Western Sydney Local Health District (SWSLHD) Drug Health Services;
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•

South Western Sydney Local Health District (SWSLHD) Domestic Violence Services;

•

South Western Sydney Local Health District (SWSLHD) Trauma Department;

•

Liverpool Neighbourhood Connections;

•

University of Wollongong; and

•

Drug and Alcohol Multicultural Education Centre (DAMEC).

The membership applications include a number of new members who will work closely with
Council and other members to implement programs and initiatives designed to address
community safety and crime prevention matters in Liverpool.
The first ordinary meeting of the new Liverpool Community Safety and Crime Prevention
Advisory Committee term will be held on 3 December 2020. This meeting will include the
opportunity for new members to be inducted into the Committee and familiarise themselves
with the Liverpool Community Safety and Crime Prevention Advisory Committee Charter and
the roles and responsibilities of members. Staff are looking forward to collaborating with the
Committee members to improve community safety and wellbeing in Liverpool.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

There are no economic and financial considerations.

Environment

There are no environmental and sustainability considerations.

Social

Raise awareness in the community about the available services and
facilities.
Support policies and plans that prevent crime.

Civic Leadership

Encourage the community to engage in Council initiatives and
actions.

Legislative

There are no legislative considerations relating to this report.

Risk

There is no risk associated with this report.

ATTACHMENTS
Nil
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Macarthur FC A-League Sponsorship

COM 02

Creating Connection
Strategic Direction

Create a dynamic, inclusive environment, including programs to
support healthy living

File Ref

316491.2020

Report By

Mark Westley - Manager Recreation and Community Outcomes

Approved By

Tina Sangiuliano - Acting Director City Community and Culture

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The premier football (Soccer) competition in Australia is the A-League which commenced in
2005 and involves clubs from Australia and New Zealand. In 2018, in response to the Football
Federation of Australia’s (FFA) announcement of its proposed expansion, two bids were
developed from South West Sydney. During the bid process, based on advice from the FFA,
the “United for Macarthur” and the “South West” bids merged to create a stronger and more
viable bid.
The FFA announced on 13 December 2018 that the Macarthur South West United A-League
Team would be granted one of the two new available licences. Macarthur FC, will enter the
coming A-League season which is scheduled to commence late December 2020 playing at
Campbelltown Sports Stadium.
Macarthur FC identifies that their “territory” includes the Liverpool LGA and have made
presentations over the past year to Councillors and Council Officers including at the March
2020 Strategic Panel, regarding sponsorship partnerships with Council.
This report details the services Macarthur FC propose to deliver to Council in return for
sponsorship and assesses these deliverables against Council’s strategic community
outcomes. Direction is sought from Council in response to this sponsorship request.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council provide direction on the response to be given to Macarthur FC regarding
their request for Council sponsorship;
Option 1:

Receive and note the report and decline the sponsorship opportunity;
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Option 2:

Identify their selection of one of the standard sponsorship packages,
allocate funds and conduct of 28-day public exhibition with final approval
under the delegation of the CEO;

Option 3:

Identify the amount of sponsorship, allocate funds, instruct staff to
negotiate a tailored sponsorship package to support Council’s strategic
outcomes and conduct of 28-day public exhibition with final approval
under the delegation of the CEO.

REPORT
The premier football (Soccer) competition in Australia is the A-League which commenced in
2005 and involves clubs from Australia and New Zealand. In 2018, in response to the Football
Federation of Australia’s (FFA) announcement of its proposed expansion, two bids were
developed from South West Sydney. During the bid process, based on advice from the FFA,
the “United for Macarthur” and the “South West” bids merged to create a stronger and more
viable bid.
The FFA announced on 13 December 2018 that the Macarthur South West United A-League
Team would be granted one of the two new available licences. Macarthur FC will enter the
coming A-League season which is scheduled to commence late December 2020 playing at
Campbelltown Sports Stadium.
The A-League franchise will provide the Macarthur area and South West Sydney with a new
opportunity to develop a regional sporting identity and the possibility to raise the profile of our
region on a National stage.
Macarthur FC identifies that their “territory” includes the Liverpool LGA and have made
presentations over the past year to Councillors and Council Officers including at the March
2020 Strategic Panel, regarding sponsorship partnerships with Council.
In the latest communication to Council Officers, Macarthur FC has presented Council with the
choice of two standard sponsorship frameworks or the opportunity to tailor an agreement. The
two standard options are as follows with the differences between the options are highlighted:
Option 1 Package
Investment $25,000 ex GST.
Official acknowledgement on Macarthur FC
Website and Social Media.
School Holiday Clinics (2 per year).
1 per year - - E-mail marketing opportunity
to their 40,000+ data base.
Social media post - 2 per annum (twitter,
Facebook & Instagram).

Option 2 Package
Investment $50,000 ex GST.
Official acknowledgement on Macarthur FC
Website and Social Media.
School Holiday Clinics (4 per year).
3 per year - - E-mail marketing opportunity
to their 40,000+ data base.
Social media post - 4 per annum (twitter,
Facebook & Instagram).
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Official acknowledgement of Liverpool
Council as a Sponsor on our community
programs web site, social media etc.
Council to provide any banners they want
for the “Bulls in schools **” program and
any marketing materials they want handed
out.
1 x Player presentation at a Liverpool
Council event

Official acknowledgement of Liverpool
Council as a Sponsor on our community
programs web site, social media etc.
Council to provide any banners they want
for the “Bulls in schools **” program and
any marketing materials they want handed
out.
2 x Player presentations at a Liverpool
Council event

** - Macarthur FC will conduct clinics in schools independent of any sponsorship arrangement

Sponsorship Package Assessment
Council’s evaluation of a sponsorship opportunity should include assessment of how the
sponsorship aligns with and assists Council to achieve its strategic outcomes. The following
table assesses each sponsorship deliverable identified by Macarthur FC.
Sponsorship
deliverable
Official
acknowledgement
on Macarthur FC
Website and Social
Media.
School Holiday
Clinics

EDM #

Assessment
Pros.

Assessment
Cons.
• No real benefit to Council’s
strategic community
outcomes

• Some alignment with Council’s
obesity initiative where
Community Development
organise a program of school
holiday sporting clinics.
• Some ability to align school
holiday clinics to complement
Council’s Recreation business
plan to increase participation in
sport, targeting female, people
living with disabilities, migrant and
disadvantaged resident’s
participation in sport.

• One-off events without an
ongoing strategy will not
achieve the participation
increase outcomes targets.
• Diversion of Council
resources required to
coordinate school holiday
clinics.

• Unclear No real benefit to
Council’s strategic
outcomes from
communication to a
database of people
potentially outside the
Liverpool LGA.
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Social media post (twitter, Facebook &
Instagram).

Official
acknowledgement of
Liverpool Council as
a Sponsor on our
community
programs web site
social media etc.
Council to provide
any banners they
want for the “Bulls in
schools” ## program
and any marketing
materials they want
handed out.
Player presentation
at a Liverpool
Council event.

Identifies Liverpool City Council to
its residents and the wider
community as a supporter of major
endeavours in the region that raise
community profile and contribute to
community connection.
Identifies Liverpool City Council to
its residents and the wider
community as a supporter of major
endeavours in the region that raise
community profile and contribute to
community connection.

• Unclear benefit to Council’s
strategic outcomes from
communication to a
database of people
potentially outside the
Liverpool LGA.
• Unclear benefit to Council’s
strategic outcomes from
communication to a
database of people
potentially outside the
Liverpool LGA.

Identifies Liverpool City Council to
its residents and the wider
community as a supporter of major
endeavours in the region that raise
community profile and contribute to
community connection.

• Unclear benefit to Council’s
strategic outcomes from
communication to school
students.

Identifies Liverpool City Council to
its residents and the wider
community as a supporter of major
endeavours in the region that raise
community profile and contribute to
community connection.

• Macarthur FC participation
at Council events is not
considered a drawcard for
greater attendance.
• Elite sporting clubs
currently attend Council
events without the need for
sponsorship agreements
due to the opportunity for
exposure to the community.

# - E-mail marketing opportunity to their 40,000+ data base.
## - Macarthur FC will conduct clinics in schools independent of any sponsorship arrangement

Tourism Destination Management Plan (DMP)
Within Liverpool’s Destination Management Plan (DMP) it may be considered that sponsoring
Macarthur FC would be supported by the following strategic directions of the plan:
-

Support local businesses, groups and organisations to build and develop the visitor
economy and their tourism products.

-

Attract new businesses, events and investment to engage locals and increase
visitation to Liverpool.

The DMP has actions that support collaborating with sporting teams including to work with
surrounding LGAs to create a visitor destination network and to also assist and support local
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businesses, groups and organisations in the development of the visitor economy whilst
attracting new businesses for future growth. The branding of this new club as Macarthur FC
does not provide any clear messaging to raise the tourism profile of Liverpool nor does it
propose to play competitive matches within the LGA and as such is unlikely to be justifiable
as a tourism initiative.
Alternatively, Macarthur FC and Southern Districts Soccer Football Associations will be
important allies to Liverpool City Council as it works towards leveraging the 2023 Women’s
World Cup and sponsorship may enhance Council’s ability to attract World Cup related
activities to the Liverpool LGA in the lead-up to and during the competition.

Previous Sponsorship of the Western Sydney Wanderers
Council has prior experience with the sponsorship of an A-League club through its 2013 to
2015 sponsorship of the Western Sydney Wanderers. The benefits of this sponsorship were
not quantified and the experience with the Wanderers also alerts Council to the challenges of
such agreements. Despite the legal agreement signed to manage the sponsorship
relationship, Council staff report difficulty realising the deliverables promised.
Council’s 2013 decision to sponsor the Western Sydney Wanderers does however provide a
template that should be followed if Council decides to support Macarthur FC. External legal
advice received by Council, and reported to the 26 June 2013 Council meeting, concluded
that “there is no legal impediment to Council providing financial assistance to the Wanderers
provided that the sponsorship agreement makes it clear that the Wanderers are providing
specified services or carrying out specified activities that constitute an exercise of Council’s
functions.”
The 2013 legal advice also recommended that:
1. In their opinion it is reasonable to assume that in generating revenue (gate receipts,
sponsorship money etc.) the Western Sydney Wanderers act for ‘private gain’. As a
result, Council must comply with s356(2) of the Local Government Act 1993 and must
not resolve to grant financial assistance until ‘at least 28 days public notice of the
Council’s proposal to pass the necessary resolution has been given’.

Neighbouring Councils Contributions to Macarthur FC
Other Councils that are situated within the identified “catchment” of Macarthur FC include the
neighbouring Councils of Fairfield, Camden, Campbelltown, and Wollondilly. Investigation of
contributions made by these Council’s to support Macarthur FC have found the following:
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Fairfield City Council
In August 2020 Fairfield City Council announced that Macarthur FC will hire the recently redeveloped Fairfield showground as the team’s training base. Macarthur FC are paying hire
fees to Council for the use of this facility and will provide a number of development days as
part of the agreement. Fairfield City Council staff confirm that no sponsorship of Macarthur FC
has been proposed by Council.

Camden Council
In July 2020 Camden Council endorsed the provision of $20,000 (ex GST) and up to $3,500
in-kind for facility usage to Macarthur FC as part of a formal sponsorship agreement for the
2021 A-League season. Major points of the Camden package are:
•

Four school holiday clinics

•

Provision of four players to assist Camden Council with promotion of Council programs
and community messaging.

•

Recognition of Council by Macarthur FC as a sponsor.

•

Opportunity to promote the Macarthur region to a national and international audience
through the A-League.

It is noted that the $20,000 paid by Camden Council gives them similar outcomes that
Macarthur FC have offered to Liverpool City Council for $50,000.

Campbelltown City Council
Campbelltown City Council (CCC) have been supportive of Macarthur FC’s A-League bid
following the Campbelltown Sports Stadium Strategic Business Case which recommended
that a lead tenant be secured for the stadium to support its long-term sustainability.
Following their support and success of the Macarthur FC bid, CCC resolved in May 2019 to
accept the invitation to become one of five “Community Partners” of the club for a period of
five years involving the following investment:
• 2019-2020 $450,000 (excluding GST)
• 2020-2021 $475,000 (excluding GST)
• 2021-2022 $500,000 (excluding GST)
• 2022-2023 $525,000 (excluding GST)
• 2023-2024 $550,000 (excluding GST)

Options
Council may decline to sponsor Macarthur FC or decide to support the Club as a fledgling tier
one football team representing the greater south west, including Liverpool, on the national
stage. Whilst the direct benefit to the Liverpool LGA from this sponsorship is difficult to quantify
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with any confidence, this sponsorship may be viewed as a general support of significant
activities occurring in our wider region.
Where Council wishes to support Macarthur FC, depending on the depth of financial
contribution Council wishes to make, it can take the “off-the-shelf options offered by Macarthur
FC or Council can examine its communications, community development, economic
development and recreation goals to align the partnership deliverables with Council’s strategic
plan. An agreement more tailored to Council’s strategic outcomes is considered preferable to
the options presented by Macarthur FC.
Specifically, the tailored option could align with the strategic outcomes of Council’s City
Community and Culture Directorate to support their work in events, community development
and recreation services, and be leveraged by the Communications Unit to enhance Council’s
communication to our community. For example, Macarthur FC players could be used as part
of community development programs that target specific sections of our community such as
youth at risk, migrants, refugees and people living with a disability.

Recommendations
The sponsorship packages offered by Macarthur FC offer Council little that aligns with its
strategic outcomes and in this respect does not represent value for money. Therefore three
response options exist for Council:
(A)

Where Council wishes to decline the opportunity to sponsor Macarthur FC the following
recommendations would apply:

That Council:
1. Instruct staff to inform Macarthur FC that Council declines the opportunity to provide
sponsorship for the 2020/2021 A-League season.
(B)

Where Council wishes to pursue a sponsorship agreement with Macarthur FC as a
gesture of support for significant activities occurring in our wider region the following
recommendations (B1 and B2) would apply:

(B1) To select one of the sponsorship packages outlined by Macarthur FC the following
recommendations would apply:
That Council:
1.
2.

Identifies either the $25,000 or $50,000 as the amount of sponsorship it wishes to
provide from general revenue.
Places on public notice its intention to sponsor Macarthur FC for a period of 28 days
and where no objection is received approve the sponsorship under the delegation of
the CEO.
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(B2) To tailor a sponsorship package that better serves Council’s goals and aligns with the
financial contribution level and deliverables that have been confirmed with other
Councils, the following recommendations would apply:
That Council:
1. Identifies the amount of sponsorship it wishes to provide from general revenue.
2. Instructs staff to develop a tailored sponsorship agreement that represents better value
for money and aligns with Council’s strategic direction for final approval under the
delegation of the CEO.
3. Places on public notice its intention to sponsor Macarthur FC for a period of 28 days
and where no objection is received approve the sponsorship under the delegation of
the CEO.
CONSIDERATIONS

Facilitate the development of regional tourism based on local
attractions, culture and creative industries.
Economic
This sponsorship cannot be funded from existing budgets, funding
would need to be found from general revenue.
Environment

There are no environmental and sustainability considerations.

Social

Leverage high profile sporting bodies to promote activities that
improve social outcomes for women, people living with a disability,
migrants and disadvantaged youth.

Civic Leadership

There are no civic leadership and governance considerations.

Legislative

Risk

ATTACHMENTS
Nil

Council must comply with s356(2) of the Local Government Act
1993 and must not resolve to grant financial assistance until at least
28 days public notice of the Council’s proposal to pass the
necessary resolution has been given.
In relation to Council’s Code of Conduct policy any sponsorship
package inclusions that could be individualised, such as tickets or
clothing, would constitute a benefit of more than a token value.
Accordingly, a Council Officer or Councillor would not normally be
able to accept these benefits.
There is no risk associated with this report.
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CORP 01

Conflict of Interest Policy

Leading through Collaboration
Strategic Direction
Strive for best practice in all Council processes
File Ref

324061.2020

Report By

Jessica Saliba - Acting Coordinator Governance

Approved By

George Hampouris - Acting Director City Corporate

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council originally adopted its Ethical Governance: Conflicts of Interest Policy on 29 July 2015.
The policy has now been reviewed and changes have been made to appropriately address an
Audit Office NSW management letter point. It is recommended that Council note this report
and adopt the policy, as attached to this report.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council notes this report and adopts the updated Conflict of Interest Policy.
REPORT
In July 2020, the Audit Office identified that Council’s current conflict of interest policy does
not require employees to complete a conflict of interest declaration upon commencement of
employment. The current policy only requires employees to voluntarily declare potential
conflicts of interests.
The Audit Office’s recommendation was that Council should implement a process to obtain
conflict of interest declarations from employees on commencement of employment. This
declared conflict should be recorded on a central register and reviewed by an independent
officer for appropriate action to manage the conflicts.
The Conflict of Interest policy has been reviewed and updated to include the above
recommendation and has included a new form which the onboarded employee would be
required to populate (as annexure B).
Notwithstanding the above, the policy is also now due for review by Council in line with its
Policy review cycle.
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The policy supplements the provisions relating to conflicts of interest contained in part 4 of
Council’s Code of Conduct.
It should be noted that for recordkeeping purposes, all completed conflict of interest forms are
countersigned by the CEO and then recorded by Council’s Governance Coordinator in a
Council register.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

There are no economic and financial considerations.

Environment

There are no environmental and sustainability considerations.

Social

There are no social and cultural considerations.

Civic Leadership

There are no civic leadership and governance considerations.

Legislative

There are no legislative considerations relating to this report.

Risk

There is no risk associated with this report.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Conflict of Interest Policy
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Investment Report November 2020
Leading through Collaboration

Strategic Direction
Seek efficient and innovative methods to manage our resources
File Ref

328216.2020

Report By

John Singh - Accountant - Investments & Treasury Management

Approved By

Vishwa Nadan - Chief Financial Officer

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report details Council’s investment portfolio and its performance for the month ended 30th
November 2020:
•

Council held investments with a market value of $313 million;

•

The economic environment globally, including Australia, suffered significantly from the
start of the COVID-19 pandemic in March. The market value of Council’s investment
in Floating Rate Notes (FRN) has since improved;

•

RBA has decided to lower the cash rate to 0.10% with an indication to keep it at this
level for next three years. This will have significant impact on Council’s interest
earnings;

•

The portfolio yield was 123 basis points above the AusBond Bank Bill index;
AusBond Bank Bill
Index (BBI)
Benchmark
0.44%
Portfolio yield
1.67%
Performance above benchmarks
1.23%

•

Return on investment was $909k lower than the original budget;

•

Council’s investment advisor, Amicus Advisory, has completed its review of Emerald
Mortgage Backed Securities and recommends Council continue to hold its investments
in the “Class A” and both “Class C” securities given current poor market pricing. MBS
Securities are now not rated;

•

Council’s investments and reporting obligations fully complied with the requirements
of section 625 of the Local Government Act 1993 and clause 212 of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2005;

•

Council’s portfolio also fully complied with limits set out in its current Investment Policy;
and
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•

Council is committed to NSW TCorp’s balanced investment framework and held
17.80% of its portfolio in ADI’s rated BBB and below.

RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes this report.
REPORT
Clause 212 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 requires that the Responsible
Accounting Officer must provide Council with a written report setting out details of all money
that Council has invested under section 625 of the Local Government Act 1993.
Council’s Portfolio
At 30th November 2020, Council held investments with a market value of $313 million.
Council’s investment register detailing all its investments is provided as an attachment to this
report. In summary, Council’s portfolio consisted of investments in:
Current Account,
$53,703,100,
17%

T-Corp Uni t Trust,
$37,121,488,
12%

Term Deposit,
$65,000,000,
21%

Mortga ge Backed
Securi ty, $1,729,739, 1%

Fl oating Rate Note,
$155,698,657,
50%

The ratio of market value compared to face value of various debt securities is shown in the
table below.
Asset Class
Senior Debts (FRN's ,TCD's & FRB)*
MBS (Reverse Mortgage Backed Securities)
T-Corp Unit Trusts

Nov-20
101.63%
68.29%
103.12%

Jun-20
100.75%
62.11%
102.81%
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*Definition of terms
•

Transferrable Certificate of Deposit (TCD) - security issued with the same characteristics as a Term
Deposit however it can be sold back (transferred) into the market prior to maturity. A floating TCD
pays a coupon linked to a variable benchmark (90 days BBSW).

•

Fixed Rate Bond (FRB) – returns Fixed Coupon (interest) Rate and is tradeable before maturity.

•

Floating Rate Note (FRN) - returns an aggregate of a fixed margin and a variable benchmark
(usually BBSW).

The economic environment globally, including Australia, suffered significantly from the start of
the COVID-19 pandemic in March. The market value of Council’s investment in FRN’s has
since improved. Council has sufficient funds in its current account and has no plans at this
stage to sell off any of its FRN’s to meet its short-term cashflow requirements.
Council is fully compliant with the requirements of the Ministerial Investment Order including
the grandfathering provisions. The grandfathering provisions state that Council may continue
to hold to maturity, redeem or sell investments that comply with previous Ministerial Investment
Orders. Any new investments must comply with the most recent Order. Council continues to
closely monitor the investments in its portfolio to ensure continued compliance and minimal
exposure to risk.
Council is committed to NSW TCorp’s balanced investment framework and held 17.80% of its
portfolio in ADI’s rated BBB and below.
Emerald – Mortgaged Backed Securities
Council’s new investment advisor, Amicus Advisory, was asked on appointment to review
Council’s investments in “grandfathered” mortgage backed securities. Amicus has completed
its review and recommends Council continue to hold its investments in the “Class A” and both
“Class C” securities given current poor market pricing. Notwithstanding this recommendation,
Amicus has assessed both “Class C” securities are likely to eventually default. However,
Council will continue to receive interest up until default which is likely many years away. Fitch
Rating Agency has decided to withdraw its rating on mortgage backed securities and as a
result, Council investments in these securities are now classed non-rated.
Portfolio Maturity Profile
The table below shows the percentage of funds invested at different durations to maturity.

Term to Maturity
Current Account
Term Deposits < 1 Yr
T-Corp Unit Trust
Tradeable securities
Portfolio % < 1 Yr - ( Short term liquidity)
Term Deposit > 1 Yr < 3Yrs
Grand Fathered Securities
Portfolio % Medium term liquidity)
Total Portfolio

Total
53,703,100
45,000,000
37,121,488
155,698,657
$291,523,246
20,000,000
1,729,739
$21,729,739
$313,252,985

Term to
Maturity
Policy Limit
% Holdings Minimum
17.14%
14.37%
11.85%
49.70%
93.06%
30%
6.38%
0%
0.55%
N/A
6.94%
100.00%

Term to
Maturity
Complies to
Policy Limit
Investment
Maximum Policy' "Yes/No"

100%
70%
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Market Value by Issuer and Institution Policy limit as per Investment Policy
Security
Rating

Issuer

Market Value

Maximum Complies to
Institutional Investment
% Total Policy Limit
Policy'
Value % holdings "Yes/No"

AMP Bank Ltd

BBB

18,628,082

5.95%

25%

Yes

ANZ Banking Group Ltd

AA-

18,405,396

5.88%

25%

Yes

Ausw ide Bank Ltd

BBB

3,000,000

0.96%

15%

Yes

Bank Australia Ltd

BBB

3,506,075

1.12%

15%

Yes

Bank of China/Sydney

A

2,006,394

0.64%

25%

Yes

Bank of Communications Co. Ltd/Sydney

A-

3,021,183

0.96%

25%

Yes

Bank of Nova Scotia

A+

5,585,571

1.78%

25%

Yes

Bank of Queensland Ltd

BBB+

5,006,303

1.60%

15%

Yes

Bendigo & Adelaide Bank Ltd

BBB+

508,155

0.16%

15%

Yes

Citibank Australia Ltd

A+

1,014,075

0.32%

25%

Yes

Commonw ealth Bank of Australia Ltd

AA-

68,556,364

21.89%

35%

Yes

Credit Union Australia Ltd

BBB

4,561,447

1.46%

15%

Yes

Emerald Reverse Mortgage Trust ( Class A)

Unrated

763,602

0.24%

35%

Yes

Emerald Reverse Mortgage Trust ( Class C)

Unrated

966,138

0.31%

2%

Yes

Heritage Bank Ltd

BBB+

3,511,624

1.12%

15%

Yes

HSBC Sydney Branch

AA-

8,073,156

2.58%

25%

Yes

Macquarie Bank

A+

19,155,503

6.12%

25%

Yes

Members Banking Group Ltd t/a RACQ Bank

BBB+

1,512,681

0.48%

15%

Yes

Members Equity Bank Ltd

BBB

1,606,102

0.51%

15%

Yes

National Australia Bank Ltd

AA-

41,537,495

13.26%

35%

Yes

New castle Permanent Building Society Ltd

BBB

3,557,350

1.14%

15%

Yes

Northern Territory Treasury

AA-

4,000,000

1.28%

25%

Yes

NSW Treasury Corporation

AAA

36,017,759

11.50%

35%

Yes

NSW Treasury Corporation

AA

1,103,730

0.35%

35%

Yes

Unrated

2,000,000

0.64%

2%

Yes

Police Credit Union
Qbank

BBB-

4,508,994

1.44%

15%

Yes

Rabobank Australia Ltd

A+

4,022,468

1.28%

25%

Yes

Suncorp Bank

A+

8,096,184

2.58%

25%

Yes

Teachers Mutual Bank Ltd

BBB

2,114,123

0.67%

15%

Yes

Westpac Banking Corporation Ltd

AA-

36,907,036

11.78%

35%

Yes

$313,252,985

100.00%

Portfolio Total

Overall Portfolio Credit Framework compliance to Investment Policy

Credit Rating
AAA Category
AA Category

Market Value % Portfolio

Maximum
Policy Limit

Complies to
Investment Policy'
"Yes/No"

36,017,759

11.50%

100%

Yes

178,583,176

57.01%

100%

Yes

A Category

42,901,378

13.70%

60%

Yes

BBB Category

52,020,933

16.61%

45%

Yes

3,729,739

1.19%

10%

Yes

$313,252,985

100.00%

Unrated
Total Portfolio
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Portfolio performance against relevant market benchmark.
Council’s Investment Policy prescribes the AusBond Bank Bill Index (ABBI) as a benchmark
to measure return on cash and fixed interest securities. The ABBI represents the average daily
yield of a parcel of bank bills. Historically there has been a positive correlation between
changes in the cash rate and the resulting impact on the ABBI benchmark.
The portfolio yield to 30th November 2020 exceeded the AusBond Bank Bill index by 123 basis
points (1.67% against 0.44%)
Council portfolio continues to perform at above benchmark rates despite ongoing margin
contraction and significantly lower market term deposit yields. Comparative yields for the
previous months are charted below:

3.00%
2.50%

2.00%
1.50%
1.00%

0.50%
0.00%

Actual

Ausbond

Cash Rate
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Performance of Portfolio Returns against Budget
Council’s investment income for November 2020 is lower than the original budget by $909k.

Cumulative Return on Investments
Actual vs Budget
$6,000,001

$5,000,001

$4,000,001

Budget
$2,285,555
Actual
$1,376,864

$3,000,001

$2,000,001

$1,000,001

$1

Actual

Original Budget

Investment Portfolio at a Glance

Portfolio Performance

The portfolio yield to 30th November 2020 exceeded
the AusBond Bank Bill index by 123 basis points
(1.67% against 0.44%).

Annual Income vs. Budget

Council’s investment interest income is lower than the
original budget by $909k as at 30th November 2020
and will be closely monitored.

Investment Policy Compliance
Legislative Requirements

Fully Compliant

Portfolio Credit Rating Limit

Fully Compliant

Institutional Exposure Limits

Fully Compliant

Overall Portfolio Credit Limits

Fully Compliant

Term to Maturity Limits

Fully Compliant
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Economic Outlook – Reserve Bank of Australia
The Reserve Bank has left the official cash rate on hold at 0.10 per cent in its meeting on 1 st
December 2020.The current 0.10 per cent cash rate is at a historically low level and impacts
returns on investment.
Certificate of Responsible Accounting Officer
The Chief Financial Officer, as Responsible Accounting Officer, certifies that the investments
listed in the attached report have been made in accordance with section 625 of the Local
Government Act 1993, clause 212 of the Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 and
Council’s Investment Policy at the time of their placement. The previous investments are
covered by the grandfathering clauses of the current investment guidelines issued by the
Minister for Local Government.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

Council’s investment interest income is lower than the original budget
by $909k as at 30th November 2020 and will be closely monitored.

Environment

There are no environmental and sustainability considerations.

Social

There are no social and cultural considerations.

Civic Leadership

There are no civic leadership and governance considerations.

Legislative

Council is fully compliant with the requirements of the Local
Government Act 1993 – Investment Order (authorized investments)
and with reporting requirements under clause 212 of the Local
Government (General) Regulation 2005.

Risk

The capital value and return on investment is subject to market risks.
Investment limits prescribed in Council’s policy framework is aimed to
mitigate these risks.
Market interest is expected to stay at its lowest rate for a long period
and will continue to put pressure on Council’s budget.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Investment Portfolio - November 2020
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Local Roads and Community Infrastructure
Program
Leading through Collaboration

Strategic Direction
Seek efficient and innovative methods to manage our resources
File Ref

314649.2020

Report By

Kevin Smith - Manager Infrastructure Delivery

Approved By

Raj Autar - Director City Infrastructure and Environment

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On 22 May 2020 the Australian Government announced a new $500 million Local Roads and
Community Infrastructure Program (LRCI Program). Subsequently through the 2020-21
Budget, the Australian Government announced a further $1 billion extension of the LRCI
Program.
The LRCI Program supports local councils to deliver priority local road and community
infrastructure projects across Australia, supporting jobs and the resilience of local economies
to help communities bounce back from the COVID-19 pandemic.
Liverpool Council received an amount of $1.4 million as part of the first tranche of the grants.
At its meeting held on 25 November 2020, and as part of the First Quarter Budget Review,
Council endorsed the expenditure of this grant to accelerate the delivery of Schoeffel Park
upgrade works in Horningsea Park.
As part of the recent extension of the LRCI Program, Council will receive an additional
$6,936,000. Under the terms of the LRCI Program, the entire grant must be fully expended by
December 2021. Accordingly, this report seeks Council approval to amend the current capital
works program to allow additional projects to be brought forward for delivery during this period.
The proposed projects for inclusion in the LRCI Program are attached as Attachment 1.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council approves the projects listed in Attachment 1 to be included for funding under
the Local Roads and Community Infrastructure Program and included in Council’s 2020/21
and 2021/22 Capital Works Program.
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1. LRCI Program
The LRCI Program is part of Government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic to assist
local governments deliver road and community infrastructure projects, as well as to create
local job opportunities. The objective of the LRCI Program is to stimulate additional
infrastructure construction activity in local communities across Australia to assist communities
to manage the economic impacts of COVID-19.
The intended outcomes of the LRCI Program are to:
•

provide stimulus to protect and create local short-term employment opportunities
through funded projects following the impacts of the COVID-19; and

•

deliver benefits to communities, such as improved road safety, accessibility and visual
amenity.

Council will receive a total of $8,336,000 under the LRCI Program.
2. Program requirements and proposed projects
Based on the Guidelines, eligible projects must be in addition to Council’s existing Capital
Works Program and must be completed by December 2021. In view of the stipulated
timeframes for the expenditure of these grants, it is proposed to bring forward projects from
Council’s existing priority program of works. A list of proposed projects is included as
Attachment 1. The projects identified for funding are generally renewal type projects that do
not require the more time-consuming front-end project planning and approval processes.
These include:
•

Reconstruction and resurfacing of road pavements;

•

Repairs to Council’s community facilities to ensure ongoing serviceability;

•

Provision of key footpath missing links to improve accessibility and connectivity;

•

Provision of additional bus shelters; and

•

Access improvements at Council’s community facilities.

These works will have a measurable impact on improving the condition of Council’s community
infrastructure. While at this stage it is difficult to estimate the number of jobs created or
protected as a result of this Program, the relevant jobs related data will be collected during the
course of the Program and reported via quarterly status reports as per the Program
Guidelines.
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3. Proposed delivery strategy
It is proposed to phase the identified projects over the next 12 months to allow commencement
of project planning and procurement in early 2021 followed by onsite construction activities
during the latter part of the year. Council’s existing panel contracts will be used where possible
and short-term contract labour will be secured for project administration support. The latter
part of the proposed program will be incorporated in the 2021/22 Operational Plan as well, as
shown in Attachment 1.
4. Impacts on the current capital works program
The value of Council’s current program of infrastructure capital works is $96 million. At this
stage, based on contractor expenditure forecasts and land acquisition delays, about 75% to
80% of this program is anticipated to be delivered during the current Program Year. The
proposed LRCI Program phasing and resourcing will allow Council to meet the LRCI Program
obligations without any significant impact on the current program of capital works.
5. Conclusion and recommendation
The LRCI Program offers Council the opportunity to accelerate various areas of its
infrastructure management program to not only improve the standards of its infrastructure, but
also to create and preserve jobs by driving downstream demand for labour, materials and
resources. Council approval of the proposed list of additional projects will enable timely
planning and procurement activities to be undertaken to ensure completion of the LRCI
Program by December 2021.
CONSIDERATIONS

Deliver and maintain a range of transport related infrastructure such
as footpaths, bus shelters and bikeways.
Economic
Deliver a high-quality local road system including provision and
maintenance of infrastructure and management of traffic issues.
Environment

There are no environmental and sustainability considerations.

Social

There are no social and cultural considerations.
Provide information about Council’s services, roles and decisionmaking processes.

Civic Leadership
Actively advocate for federal and state government support, funding
and services.
Legislative

There are no legislative considerations relating to this report.
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Risk

There is no risk associated with this report.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Attachment 1 - Local Roads Community Infrastructure Program - Project
Nominations
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Clean Air for Liverpool

Strengthening and Protecting our Environment
Strategic Direction

Exercise planning controls to create high-quality, inclusive urban
environments

File Ref

325778.2020

Report By

Michael Zengovski - Manager City Environment

Approved By

Raj Autar - Director City Infrastructure and Environment

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Council, at its meeting held on 29 July 2020, considered a report regarding current and
possible future additional controls on developments that are likely to create a detrimental
impact on air quality. At this meeting, Council resolved that an update be provided at the
December 2020 meeting on the various Council initiatives that are being progressed to
improve air quality in Liverpool.
This report provides an update based on the following themes and initiatives, which will
collectively and over time achieve meaningful improvements to the quality of air within the
LGA.
•

Expanding air quality monitoring across the LGA to enable development of targeted
improvement programs.

•

Increased tree planting to improve tree canopy cover and address urban heat island
effect.

•

Improving coordination with the appropriate regulatory authority to achieve better
compliance outcomes.

•

Strengthening development controls on developments that are likely to create a
detrimental impact on air quality.

This report recommends that Council note the range of air quality improvement actions being
progressed.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes this report.
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1.

Background

Over the last 18 months, the need for improved monitoring and management of air quality
within the Liverpool LGA has been considered by Council on numerous occasions. At its
meetings of February, August and December 2019, Council identified and resolved to
undertake a range of initiatives and actions which aimed to bring about improvements to the
quality of air within Liverpool.
Further, at its meeting held on 29 July 2020, Council considered a report regarding current
and possible future additional controls on developments that are likely to create a detrimental
impact on air quality. At this meeting, Council resolved that an update be provided at the
December 2020 meeting on the various Council initiatives that are being progressed to
improve air quality in Liverpool.
This report provides an update based on the following themes and initiatives, which will
collectively and over time achieve meaningful improvements to the quality of air within the
LGA.
•

Expanding air quality monitoring across the LGA to enable development of targeted
improvement programs.

•

Increased tree planting to improve tree canopy cover and address urban heat island effect.

•

Improving coordination with the appropriate regulatory authority to achieve better
compliance outcomes.

•

Strengthening development controls on developments that are likely to create a
detrimental impact on air quality.

2. Expanding the air quality monitoring program
2.1. Current monitoring programs
Air quality monitoring is currently undertaken in response to only those activities where the
risks of airborne particles impacting sensitive receptors such as residents, schools or childcare
centres are assessed to be material. These mostly relate to dust generating construction
activities, and in particular, activities involving remediation of contaminated lands.
Further, Council in conjunction with the University of Wollongong installed air-monitoring
systems and commenced a monitoring program within the Liverpool City Centre to enable
collection of data on air pollution arising from both fine and coarse particles.
2.2. New initiatives
With regards to other known generators of air pollution, Council staff have been exploring
ways to expand the scope of air monitoring to include sites that are known to generate higher
levels of air pollution such as resource recovery operations, materials recycling sites and
concrete batching plants. In this regard, Council has recently engaged an occupational
hygienist to advise and assist in planning an expanded air monitoring program for Liverpool.
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Investigations so far have identified four locations considered suitable for air quality monitoring
using portable data loggers. These locations have been identified due to their proximity to
sensitive receptors such as residential properties, approximate direction of the prevailing
winds noted during site inspections and the risk of air pollution from neighbouring potential
dust generating properties. Subject to further review of the operation of these air monitoring
locations, once established, Council can further expand the air quality monitoring program to
include other locations in the LGA.
The monitoring will be used to establish baseline air quality readings and will provide dust
fluctuations each day. If dust levels are frequently recorded in exceedance of the National
Environment Protection Measure (NEPM) Air Quality Guidelines, the need for long term dust
monitoring using dedicated instruments will be assessed. Exceedances in air quality
guidelines will be reported to the EPA for their action and consideration for long term dust
monitoring.
At this stage the air monitoring loggers are anticipated to be installed and in operation by
March 2021.
3. Urban tree canopy cover
3.1. Current strategies and programs
Council has a broad range of tree planting programs that aims to increase the urban tree
canopy to address the heat island effect as well as carbon emissions. Associated timeframes
are set out in section 3.2 below. These programs include:
a) Council's Local Strategic Planning Statement, 'Connected Liverpool 2040', was informed
by a community survey that identified plentiful trees and canopy cover as a top priority.
'Connected Liverpool 2040' responds to this priority by identifying the need to develop a
strategy to increase tree canopy cover in the LGA. Work to develop this strategy is
anticipated to commence by mid 2021.
b) A study into establishing and enhancing the Green Grid throughout the LGA has been
completed. An integral component of delivering the Green Grid will be increasing the
canopy cover in priority areas. The study identifies local priority areas and connections
which will be delivered through Council’s various programs.
c) Increasing tree canopy cover is also a focus of the Liverpool City Centre Public Domain
Master Plan to reduce temperatures and improve air quality. The Public Domain Master
Plan includes a proposed street tree plan for the city centre that will increase the number
of trees to provide connected canopies where possible. Many of the projects identified
within the Master Plan include tree planting as an integral component, which will be
programmed and delivered progressively as part of Council’s ongoing Capital Works and
Maintenance Program, and by private developers, through Council’s Development
Assessment process.
d) Council has also initiated the Liverpool City Centre Urban Forest Strategy Project, which
aims to increase the tree canopy within the city centre. This project is co-funded under
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the Five Million Trees for Greater Sydney Grant Program, which will see over 245 trees
planted in the city centre.
e) Funded through an environment levy, Council’s Environment Restoration Plan (ERP)
program also contributes to an increased tree canopy cover across the LGA.
3.2. Implementing tree planting programs
The following table provides details of trees being planted under the various programs.
Tree Planting Program

Location

No. of
trees

Status

1. Five Million Trees for
Greater Sydney Grant
Program - Liverpool
Urban Forest Strategy
Project.

•

City centre streets

87

June 21

•

Bigge Park, Liverpool

•

Pioneers Memorial Park, Liverpool

•

Hart Park, Liverpool

2. Five Million Trees for
Greater Sydney Grant
Program - capital
works and other
programs.

•

Apex Park, Liverpool

152

Complete

•

Casula Parklands, Casula

210

Complete

•

Bugong Street, Prestons

50

Complete

3. Environment
Restoration Plan
program (2016-18)

•

Program delivered an average of 9,060
plants per year, of which about 900 per
year were trees.

Av. 900
per year

Complete

4. Environment
Restoration Plan
program (2019-20)

•

Total of 5,250 plantings were
undertaken, with approximately 270
trees planted.

270

Ongoing

5. Capital Works Program

•

Terminus Street, Liverpool

9

June 2021

6. Maintenance Works
Program

•

Kurrajong Road, Prestons

42

Complete

•

Roundabout planting - a total of 480 plantings were undertaken at
various roundabouts across the LGA.

April 21
158

April 21
April 21

4. Improving coordination with EPA
There are numerous premises across the LGA that are known to generate higher levels of air
pollution such as resource recovery operations, materials recycling sites and concrete
batching plants. These industrial premises are regulated by the EPA under Environmental
Protection Licence (EPL), which provides necessary monitoring and control mechanisms for
the operation of these premises. These controls notwithstanding, Council is aware of
community concerns regarding air quality and dust nuisance around these premises.
In this regard, Council officers have been in discussions with the EPA who have committed to
undertaking required compliance related investigations swiftly, subject to any increased dust
observations or specific complaints from neighbouring properties being reported in a timely
manner. Council will continue to liaise with the EPA to ensure any pollution breaches are
investigated and appropriate action taken in a timely manner.
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5. Strengthening development controls
As discussed in Council Report EGROW-05 of 29 July 2020, it is considered that current
development assessment processes have sufficient provisions to empower Council to impose
necessary conditions as it sees fit to ensure any potential detrimental impact to the
environment is fully mitigated. This is being achieved by appropriate conditions of consent or
an EPL issued by the EPA.
As discussed above, many of the uses that may require these conditions are generally
regulated by the EPA and require an EPL. If development applications are received for
potential dust generating activities that require an EPL, the application would be referred to
the EPA for their General Terms of Approval (GTA). Any GTA set by the EPA for an application
would be included in the conditions of consent and require the applicant to comply with the
requirements.
6.

Conclusion

As can be seen from the foregoing update, Council is undertaking a range of initiatives and
actions which aim to improve the quality of air within Liverpool. The tree planting programs will
contribute to significant improvements in tree canopy cover across the LGA and will contribute
to meaningful improvements to air quality over time.
The proposed targeted air monitoring program of potential dust generating properties near
residential areas in the LGA will establish baseline air quality readings that Council can use to
determine any exceedances in air quality guidelines and if required report to the EPA for their
action.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

There are no economic and financial considerations.
Manage air, water, noise and chemical pollution.

Environment

Raise community awareness and support action in relation to
environmental issues.

Social

Maintain public health and safety.
Act as an environmental leader in the community.

Civic Leadership

Provide information about Council’s services, roles and decision
making processes.

Legislative

Compliance with the Protection of the Environment Operations Act
1997.

Risk

The risk is deemed to be Low.
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ATTACHMENTS
Nil
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Minutes of the Environment Advisory Committee
Meeting held on 19 October 2020
Strengthening and Protecting our Environment

Strategic Direction

Develop, and advocate for, plans that support safe and friendly
communities

File Ref

310819.2020

Report By

Michael Zengovski - Manager City Environment

Approved By

Raj Autar - Director City Infrastructure and Environment

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is tabled in order to present the Minutes of the Environment Advisory Committee
Meeting held on 19 October 2020.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the Minutes of the Environment Advisory Committee
Meeting held 19 October 2020.
REPORT
The Minutes of the Environment Advisory Committee Meeting held on 19 October 2020 are
attached for the information of Council.
The Minutes identify a number of actions that require Council staff to undertake, none of which
will have any financial impact on Council.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

There are no economic and financial considerations.
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Minimise household and commercial waste.
Manage the environmental health of waterways.
Manage air, water, noise and chemical pollution.
Enhance the environmental performance of buildings and homes.
Environment

Protect, enhance and maintain areas of endangered ecological
communities and high quality bushland as part of an attractive mix of
land uses.
Raise community awareness and support action in relation to
environmental issues.

Social

Preserve and maintain heritage, both landscape and cultural as
urban development takes place.
Deliver high quality services for children and their families.
Act as an environmental leader in the community.
Undertake communication practices with the community and
stakeholders across a range of media.
Foster neighbourhood pride and a sense of responsibility.

Civic Leadership

Facilitate the development of community leaders.
Encourage the community to engage in Council initiatives and
actions.
Provide information about Council’s services, roles and decision
making processes.

Legislative

There are no legislative considerations relating to this report.

Risk

There is no risk associated with this report.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Minutes of the EAC Meeting held on 19 October 2020
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CTTE 02

Minutes of the Liverpool Youth Council Meeting
held Tuesday 10 November 2020
Leading through Collaboration

Strategic Direction
Encourage community participation in decision-making
File Ref

313692.2020

Report By

Galavizh Ahmadi Nia - Manager Community Development and
Planning

Approved By

Tina Sangiuliano - Acting Director City Community and Culture

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is tabled in order to present the Minutes of the Liverpool Youth Council Meeting
held on Tuesday 10 November 2020.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receives and notes the Minutes of the Liverpool Youth Council Meeting held
on Tuesday 10 November 2020.
REPORT
The Minutes of the Liverpool Youth Council Meeting held on Tuesday 10 November 2020 are
attached for the information of Council.
The Minutes identify a number of actions for Council staff to undertake, none of which will
have any financial impact on Council.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

There are no economic and financial considerations.

Environment

There are no environmental and sustainability considerations.

Social

Support community organisations, groups and volunteers to deliver
coordinated services to the community.
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Facilitate the development of community leaders.
Civic Leadership

Encourage the community to engage in Council initiatives and
actions.
Provide information about Council’s services, roles and decisionmaking processes.

Legislative

There are no legislative considerations relating to this report.

Risk

There is no risk associated with this report.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Minutes of the Liverpool Youth Council meeting held 10 November 2020
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Minutes of the Liverpool Pedestrian, Active
CTTE 03

Transport and Traffic Commitee meeting held on
18 November 2020
Generating Opportunity

Strategic Direction

Advocate for, and develop, transport networks to create an
accessible city

File Ref

320117.2020

Report By

Charles Wiafe - Acting Manager Planning & Transport Strategy

Approved By

David Smith - Acting Director City Economy and Growth

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the recommendations of the Liverpool Pedestrian, Active Transport and
Traffic Committee meeting held on 18 November 2020. At the meeting, the Committee
considered eleven (11) agenda items, two (2) technical discussion items and twelve (12)
general business items.
A copy of the meeting minutes, incorporating the Committee’s recommendations on the
agenda items is included as Attachment 1.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council adopts the following recommendations of the Committee:
Item 1 - Stroud Avenue, Warwick Farm – Request for Parking Restrictions
•

Approves the proposed 4P, 7am-6pm MON-FRI, 8am-1pm SAT, Loading Zones
and No Stopping restrictions along Stroud Avenue and National Street, Warwick Farm
as shown in the revised Attachment in the minutes.

•

Advise all stakeholders of Council’s decision.

Item 2 - Strzlecki Drive and Schoeffel Grove – Proposed Traffic Facilities
•

Approve in principle the proposed pedestrian refuge at the intersection of Strzlecki
Drive and Schoeffel Grove as well as minor intersection treatments at Strzlecki Drive
and Singleton Street and Strzlecki Drive and Rosedale Circuit intersections.
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•

Detailed design of these facilities be prepared and submitted for further consideration
at the February meeting.

Item 3 - 60-66 Gurner Avenue, Austral – Proposed Signs & Linemarking Scheme
•

Approves proposed signs and linemarking scheme as shown in the revised Attachment
in the minutes.

Item 4 - 200 Eighth Avenue, Austral - Proposed Traffic Facilities
•

Approves the proposed mountable roundabout at the intersection of Road no.4 and
Broadacre Street and associated signs and linemarking scheme.

•

Detailed design of the roundabout including swept path analysis, tree planting and
associated signs and linemarking to be submitted to TfNSW for endorsement prior to
construction.

Item 5 - 30 - 50 Tenth Avenue Austral – Proposed Signs & Linemarking Scheme
•

Approves the proposed signs and linemarking scheme.

Item 6 - Passendale Road and Costello Lane, Edmondson Park – Proposed Signs and
Linemarking Scheme
•

Approves the proposed signs and linemarking scheme for the interim and alternate
road layout for the extension of Passendale Road and Costello Lane.

Item 7 - 185 Edmondson Avenue, Austral – Proposed Signs and Linemarking Scheme
•

Approves the proposed signs and linemarking scheme for sections of Pear Street
(north-south road) off Ninth Avenue and Loop Road off the new north-south road.

Item 8 - Brighton Lakes Development, Moorebank – Linemarking Scheme
•

Approves the ‘BB” and C3 Yellow Edge-linemarking in Brighton Lakes Subdivision,
Moorebank.

Item 9 - Wattle Grove Shopping Centre – Proposed Signs and Linemarking Scheme
•

Approves the installation of the directional sign for Wattle Grove Shopping Centre near
the Heathcote Road and Bardia Parade intersection.

Item 10 - Items approved under delegated authority
•

That Council notes the Delegated Authority applications approved by the NSW Police
Force and TfNSW representatives over the two-month period 24 September 2020 and
18 November 2020.
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Item 11 - Dates for the 2021 Committee Meetings
•

That Council endorse the following scheduled meeting dates for 2021 of the Liverpool
Pedestrian, Active Transport and Traffic Committee and included the dates in the
corporate calendar for 2021.
Meeting Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Date
Wednesday 3 February
Wednesday 17 March
Wednesday 19 May
Wednesday 21 July
Wednesday 15 September
Wednesday 17 November

REPORT
This report presents the recommendations of the Liverpool Pedestrian, Active Transport and
Traffic Committee meeting held on 18 November 2020. At the meeting, the Committee
considered eleven (11) agenda items, two (2) technical discussion items and twelve (12)
general business items.
A copy of the meeting minutes, incorporating the Committee’s recommendations on the
agenda items and actions in response to the technical discussion and general business items
is included as Attachment 1. It is recommended that Council adopts the Committee’s
recommendations on the agenda items as outlined above.
Two Technical Discussion and twelve General Business items were considered, and the
recommended actions are as follows:
Technical Discussion Items
TD1 - Indented On-Street Parking on Narrow Streets
Council has been receiving representations about parking along narrow streets in all areas of
the Liverpool Local Government Area (LGA). Narrow streets are generally streets with a
carriageway width of less than 8m which does not permit efficient two-way traffic flow whilst
there is parking on one side of the street.
To address this concern, Council has made reference to Transport for NSW (TfNSW)
Technical Directions for Narrow Streets (TTD2014-004 Off-road Parking Provision on Narrow
Roads) and prepared guidelines for the prioritisation of the provision of indented parking along
narrow streets.
Council has recognised that a possible solution involves the installation of indented parking
along such narrow streets and has allocated $200,000 in the budget for staged
implementation. This report presents a prioritised list of road sections where indented parking
can be constructed this financial year.
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The construction of indented parking would involve modification of existing barrier kerbs,
guttering and concrete/asphalt pavement. The estimated cost per bay is approximately $5,000
hence the allocated amount would be able to fund approximately 40 spaces.
The following streets have been suggested for staged implementation this financial year.
Street Name
William Buckely Drive
Stone Quary Way
Flame Tree Street
Bugong Street
Athlone Street
Sarah Place
Jervis Street
Moruya Close
Termeil Place
Wagonga Close
Carmichael Drive
Mannow Avenue
Solander Avenue

Suburb
Carnes Hill
Cartwright
Casula
Prestons
Cecil Hills
Cecil Hills
Prestons
Prestons
Prestons
Prestons
West Hoxton
West Hoxton
West Hoxton

The proposed indented parking would not require any parking restrictions and hence Traffic
Committee approval is not required. Council will prepare design layouts for the Committee’s
endorsement prior to construction.
The Committee expressed no objection to the list as presented.
TD2 - Federal Black Spot Submission 2021-2022
In August 2020, Council submitted six projects under the Federal Black Spot Program for the
year 2021-2022.
TfNSW administers the Federal Black Spot Program on behalf of the Federal Government. In
May 2020, TfNSW invited Council to nominate projects that meet the Federal Black Spot
criteria in accordance with its crash history guidelines of more than three casualty crashes in
the latest five-year period ending June 2019.
Council has identified the following six projects and associated treatments with indicative
costings. If funding is received, detailed designs of the above projects will be presented for
the Committee’s support and delivery in the financial year 2021-2022.
Road
Name
Kurrajong
Road
Campbell
Street

Intersecting
Road
Mowbray
Street

Treatment

Estimated
Cost

Kurrajong Road and Mowbray Street,
Prestons - New traffic control signals (TCS)

$436,650

Campbell Street, Liverpool – Wombat
crossing at the existing marked crossing,
east of Macquarie Street

$160,000
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Aviation
Road

Airfield Drive
and Regentville
Drive

Kurrajong
Road

Lyn Parade

South
Liverpool
Road

Whitford Road

North
Liverpool
Road

Wilson Road

Aviation Road, Airport Drive and Regentville
Drive, Elizabeth Hills - Modification of the
roundabout and
installation of raised threshold across
Regentville Drive and Airport Drive
approaches
Kurrajong Road, Lyn Parade and Beech
Road intersection, Prestons - Design and
Development of new traffic control signals
(TCS)
South Liverpool Road and Whitford Road
intersection, Green Valley – Installing raised
thresholds on all approaches to an existing
roundabout
North Liverpool Road and Wilson Road
intersection, Green Valley – Installing raised
thresholds on all approaches to an existing
roundabout

$178,000

$75,000

$125,000

$110,000

The Committee noted the priority list of projects submitted for funding under the Federal
Blackspot program for 2021-2022.
General Business Items
GB1 - Nuwarra Road/Marshall Avenue Intersection – Request for Intersection
Treatment
Council has received representation from the local member for Holsworthy for intersection
treatment at the Nuwarra Road/Marshall Avenue intersection.
The Committee discussed and recommended that a proposed intersection treatment be
presented to the February 2021 meeting for further consideration.
GB2 - Manning Street, Warwick Farm – Heavy vehicle parking
Council has received representation concerning heavy vehicles parking along Manning Street,
Warwick Farm. Heavy vehicles park from 5 minutes to complete paperwork, however there
have been instances where trucks park over night with their engine’s running to enable air
conditioning whilst drivers sleep in the cabins.
Trucks depart at different times during the night and early morning disturbing residents
and interfering with early morning horse training facilities. This is affecting residential amenity.
The Committee discussed and recommended that parking restrictions along sections of
Manning Street and other critical road sections in Warwick Farm be presented to the February
2021 meeting for further consideration.
GB3 - Vinny Road, Edmondson Park – Speeding
Council has received representations about speeding along Vinny Road.
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The Committee discussed and recommended that a speed classification assessment be
carried out along sections of Vinny Road and, if required, for the results to be presented to the
February meeting for further consideration.
GB4 - Second Avenue, West Hoxton – Extension
Council has received representation for a possible extension of Second Avenue to Carmichael
Drive, West Hoxton.
The Committee discussed and recommended that the extension of Second Avenue be
investigated and for the results to be presented to a future traffic committee meeting.
GB5 - Delfin Drive, Wattle Grove – Bus stop sign
The representative for TransDev has requested approval for a bus stop sign to be installed
40m west to the boundary of No.20 Delfin Drive and the park, between the footpath and the
kerb.
The Committee discussed and recommended that consultation be carried out with the property
owners of house no. 20 Delfin Drive and if the proposed bus stop is supported an application
be presented to the Police and TfNSW for approval under delegated authority.
GB6 - Governor Macquarie Drive, Chipping Norton - Speeding
Council has received representations from the Local Member for Holsworthy about speeding
along the section of Governor Macquarie Drive (GMD) adjacent to Central Avenue.
The Committee discussed this issue and recommended that the Police be requested to include
this road section in their highway patrol and speed enforcement activities.
GB7 - Stewart Avenue and Keato Avenue, Hammondville – Speeding
Council has received representations from the Local Member for Holsworthy about speeding
along Stewart Avenue and Keato Avenue, Hammondville.
The Committee discussed this issue and recommended that the Police be requested to include
this road section in their highway patrol and speed enforcement activities and if required, the
results of a speed classification to be presented to a future traffic committee meeting for
discussion.
GB8 - Australis Avenue, Wattle Grove – Illegal parking in front of St Mark’s Coptic
Orthodox College
Council has received representations from the Local Member for Holsworthy concerning
parking arrangements along the section of Australis Avenue close to the St Mark’s Coptic
Orthodox College.
The Committee discussed this issue and noted that construction work is still being carried out
within the school and parking arrangements will be reviewed after the construction activities
conclude.
GB9 - Ernest Avenue and Barry Road, Chipping Norton – Speeding
Council has received representations from the Local Member for Holsworthy concerning traffic
speed at the intersection of Ernest Avenue and Barry Road, Chipping Norton.
The Committee discussed this issue and recommended that Council investigate treatment at
the Ernest Avenue and Barry Road intersection to address the speeding concern.
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GB10 - Kurrajong Road, Wonga Road and Lyn Parade, Prestons – Speeding
Council has received representations from the Local Member for Holsworthy concerning
speeding and reckless driving along a number of streets in Prestons with a request for traffic
calming devices to be considered.
The Committee discussed this issue and recommended that the Police be requested to include
this road section in their highway patrol and speed enforcement
GB11 - Anzac Road, Moorebank - Traffic speeding and load limit
Council has received representations from the Local Member for Holsworthy concerning traffic
speeds and apparent 'racing' along Anzac Road, Moorebank particularly between Delfin Drive
and Anzac Bridge and truck movements along the road contrary to the signposted load limit.
The Committee discussed this issue and recommended that the Police be requested to include
this road section in their highway patrol and speed enforcement.
GB12 - Pine Road, Casula - Request for speed humps
Council has received representations from the Local Member for Holsworthy concerning
speeding with a request for traffic calming devices, including speed humps to be installed.
The Committee discussed this issue and recommended that the Police be requested to include
this road section in their highway patrol and speed enforcement.
Budget impact of matters arising from the minutes
Item Description
Stroud Avenue, Warwick Farm –
1
Request for Parking Restrictions
2

Strzlecki Drive and Schoeffel Grove –
Proposed Traffic Facilities

3

60-66 Gurner Avenue, Austral –
Proposed Signs & Linemarking Scheme

4

200 Eighth Avenue, Austral - Proposed
Traffic Facilities

5

30 - 50 Tenth Avenue Austral –
Proposed Signs & Linemarking Scheme

6

Passendale Road and Costello Lane,
Edmondson Park – Proposed Signs and
Linemarking Scheme

7

185 Edmondson Avenue, Austral –
Proposed Signs and Linemarking
Scheme

Funding, Indicative Cost and Timing
Council’s minor traffic facilities project
Indicative Cost - $2,000.
Timing – February 2021.
Council’s minor traffic facilities project
Indicative Cost - $60,000.
Timing – June 2021.
Developer
Timing – In accordance with
development consent requirement
Developer
Timing – In accordance with
development consent requirement
Developer
Timing – In accordance with
development consent requirement
Developer
Timing – In accordance with
development consent requirement
Developer
Timing – In accordance with
development consent requirement
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8

Brighton Lake Development,
Moorebank – Linemarking Scheme

Developer
Timing – Completed
Wattle Grove Shopping Centre –
9
Developer
Proposed Signs and Linemarking
Timing – In accordance with
Scheme
development consent requirement
10
Items Approved Under Delegated
RMS block grant funding#
Authority
Indicative Cost - $10,000.
Timing – December 2020.
# RMS block grant funding has no financial implication on Council
CONSIDERATIONS

Provide efficient parking for the City Centre.
Economic

Environment

Deliver a high-quality local road system including provision and
maintenance of infrastructure and management of traffic issues.
Promote an integrated and user-friendly public transport service.
Support the delivery of a range of transport options.

Social

Support access and services for people with a disability.
Improve road and pedestrian safety.

Civic Leadership

Actively advocate for federal and state government support, funding
and services.

Legislative

Roads Act

Risk

The risk is considered Low.
The risk is considered within Council’s risk appetite.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Minutes of the Liverpool Pedestrian, Active Transport and Traffic Committee
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Minutes of Strategic Panel Meeting held on 9
November 2020
Leading through Collaboration

Strategic Direction
Strive for best practice in all Council processes
File Ref

320526.2020

Report By

George Georgakis - Manager Council and Executive Services

Approved By

George Hampouris - Acting Director City Corporate

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is tabled in order to present the Minutes of the Strategic Panel Meeting held on 9
November 2020.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council receive and note the Minutes of the Strategic Panel Meeting held on 9
November 2020.
REPORT
The Minutes of the Strategic Panel Meeting held on 9 November 2020 are attached for the
information of Council.
The Minutes identify a number of actions that require Council staff to undertake, none of which
will have any financial impact on Council.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

There are no economic and financial considerations.

Environment

Raise community awareness and support action in relation to
environmental issues.
Support the delivery of a range of transport options.
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Raise awareness in the community about the available services and
facilities.
Preserve and maintain heritage, both landscape and cultural as
urban development takes place.
Social
Regulate for a mix of housing types that responds to different
population groups such as young families and older people.
Support community organisations, groups and volunteers to deliver
coordinated services to the community.
Encourage the community to engage in Council initiatives and
actions.
Provide information about Council’s services, roles and decision
making processes.
Civic Leadership

Deliver services that are customer focused.
Operate a well developed governance system that demonstrates
accountability, transparency and ethical conduct.
Actively advocate for federal and state government support, funding
and services.

Legislative

There are no legislative considerations relating to this report.

Risk

The risk is deemed to be low and is considered to be within Council’s
risk appetite.

ATTACHMENTS
1.

Minutes of Strategic Panel Meeting of 9 November 2020
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Minutes of Budget Review Panel 17 November
2020
Leading through Collaboration

Strategic Direction
Strive for best practice in all Council processes
File Ref

322508.2020

Report By

Earl Paradeza - Senior Management Accountant

Approved By

Vishwa Nadan - Chief Financial Officer

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is tabled in order to present the Minutes of the Budget Review Panel meeting held
on 17 November 2020.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council adopts the minutes of the Budget Review Panel meeting held on 17
November 2020.
REPORT
The Minutes of the Budget Review Panel held on 17 November 2020 are attached for the
information of Council.
CONSIDERATIONS

Economic

There are no economic and financial considerations.

Environment

There are no environmental and sustainability considerations.

Social

There are no social and cultural considerations.

Civic Leadership

There are no civic leadership and governance considerations.

Legislative

There are no legislative considerations relating to this report.

Risk

There is no risk associated with this report.
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Question with Notice - Clr Ayyad - Civic Place

Leading through Collaboration
Strategic Direction
Increase community engagement
File Ref

313472.2020

QUESTION WITH NOTICE
How many people were in favour of Civic Place following our last round of community
consultation?
How many people were against Civic Place following our last round of community
consultation?
What does that equate to in percentages?
“A Facebook post with factual errors about Liverpool Civic Place was posted (25 June).”
Please answer the following questions:
-

What was said in that Facebook post?

-

What are the ‘factual errors’ contained in that post?

-

Who posted it?

-

Please provide a copy of that post.

Response
How many people were in favour of Civic Place following our last round of community
consultation?
61 survey respondents
How many people were against Civic Place following our last round of community
consultation?
188 survey respondents
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What does that equate to in percentages?
24.5 per cent in favour
75.5 per cent against
“A Facebook post with factual errors about Liverpool Civic Place was posted (25
June).”
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What are the ‘factual errors’ contained in that post?
The post suggested and portrayed a misconception that Council was not managing the project
in a prudent manner, resulting in a budget blowout and delay in completion.
Responses to the factual errors are as set out below:
The increase in the cost of project is due to:
•

Liverpool Civic Place (LCP) has evolved into a larger project on a larger site since
2016. It will have the biggest library in South West Sydney, which is almost twice the
size of that initially proposed. The community Civic Plaza at LCP is almost three times
the size of the original public plaza. The new LCP office plans will accommodate
Liverpool City Council, as the major tenant, and now will also include state-of-the-art
childcare facilities.

Community Parking provision:
•

There will be provision for at least 150 public/community car parking spaces at LCP.
Potentially an additional 150 public/community car parking spaces could be utilised
after hours and on weekends to further invigorate businesses in the southern end of
Liverpool’s CBD.
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The delay in the project was due to:
•

NSW Government approval for rezoning - Local Environment Plan 2008 Amendment
52. This delayed the project by at least two years;

•

The LCP Early Works DA has been approved, with the LCP Master Plan DA
determination received in July 2020 and the Council Works DA expected in the first
half of 2021.

Roads and Parks impact:
The project will be funded by a combination of NSW Treasury Corporation (a NSW
Government agency) and commercial loans. The loan will be repaid in 20 and 25 years, mainly
from commercial rent income from Council properties. At the end of the project, ratepayers
will have a community asset worth considerably more than the $195 million capital cost. There
will be no impact on core community services.
Who posted it?
Mr. Ned Mannoun
Please provide a copy of that post.
As attached.
ATTACHMENTS
1.

Facebook post - 25 June
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Question with Notice - Clr Kaliyanda - Liverpool
Bike Plan: Implementation Status
Creating Connection

Strategic Direction

Create a dynamic, inclusive environment, including programs to
support healthy living

File Ref

313507.2020

QUESTION WITH NOTICE
Please address the following:
1.

What is the current status of the Liverpool Bike Plan 2018-2023? What measures or
aspects of the Bike Plan have been implemented to date?

2.

What impact has COVID-19
network/infrastructure?

3.

How have we engaged with the State or Federal Governments to acquire available
data in relation to this?

4.

A core element of the Bike Plan was the development and implementation of
wayfinding signage in relation to the bike paths and infrastructure. What is the status
of the implementation of this? What discussions have taken place with other
organisations, i.e. Western Sydney Parklands, in relation to this?

5.

How has Council sought partnerships and worked with other organisations in order to
address this issue?

had

on

the

usage

of

the

existing

bike

Response
1. What is the current status of the Liverpool Bike Plan 2018-2023? What measures or
aspects of the Bike Plan have been implemented to date?
The Liverpool Bike Plan 2018-2023 (the Bike Plan) is a high-level planning document that
outlines the provision of bicycle-related infrastructure within the LGA. In this regard, it provides
strategic direction and a plan of action for the provision of cycleways, bicycle facilities and the
promotion of cycling within Liverpool.
The Bike Plan is an active document that has been informing Council’s priority program for
the construction and expansion of the cycling network within Liverpool. While the Bike Plan
identifies a range of elements, Council’s priority has been:
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•

provision of missing cycleway links along the existing regional and strategic routes;

•

provision of new cycleways along the identified strategic routes to continue to expand
the regional network and to improve connectivity between the key urban centres; and

•

associated signage and pavement markings.

Since the commencement of this Bike Plan, Council has progressively constructed around
5km of new cycleways with a further 2.5km planned for the current program year, as shown
below.
Year

Length

Location

2017-18

1.6 km

1.
2.
3.
4.

2018-19

1.5 km

1. Newbridge Road, Chipping Norton
2. Hume Highway, Casula
3. Hume Hwy (around Apex Park), Liverpool

2019-20

1.5 km

1.
2.
3.
4.

Newbridge Rd, Chipping Norton
Hume Highway, Casula
Remembrance Avenue, Warwick Farm
Hume Highway, Warwick Farm

2020-21
(planned
works)

2.5 km

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Governor Macquarie Drive, Chipping Norton
Newbridge Road, Moorebank
Hume Highway, Lurnea
Hall Circuit, Middleton Grange
M7 Links at Inverell Avenue and Middleton Drive

Wagga Wagga Street, Prestons
Braidwood Drive, Prestons
Jedda Road, Prestons
Newbridge Road, Chipping Norton

2. What impact has COVID-19 had on the usage of the existing bike infrastructure?
Transport Findings, an interdisciplinary journal sponsored by several Sydney universities,
recently released findings of a research into cycling in Sydney during COVID-19 social
distancing and lockdown restrictions. The research, which was conducted by the Faculty of
Built Environment of the University of New South Wales, shows a general increase in the
uptake of urban cycling during the COVID pandemic. Some of the findings from the survey
that supported the research found that:
•

more cyclists were observed than usual.

•

lower traffic volumes positively influenced cycling due to improved safety.

•

more families and children were cycling for recreation and exercise.

Please refer to the full article (attached): Lock, Oliver. 2020. “Cycling Behavior Changes as a
Result of COVID-19: A Survey of users in Sydney”. Transport Findings, June.
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3. How have we engaged with the State or Federal Governments to acquire available
data in relation to this?
The most current data is available in the attached article referenced above.
4. A core element of the Bike Plan was the development and implementation of
wayfinding signage in relation to the bike paths and infrastructure. What is the
status of the implementation of this? What discussions have taken place with other
organisations, i.e. Western Sydney Parklands, in relation to this?
Council’s key priority for implementation has been the provision of cycleways and associated
missing links along the strategic routes to improve access and connectivity across the regional
network. In this regard, Council has been constructing 1.5km of cycleway annually for the last
five years at an average annual cost of $1M.
Council intends to implement wayfinding signage progressively from the next program year
and will be installing wayfinding signage on strategic routes at the focal points identified in the
Bike Plan. Key destinations such as the Western Sydney Parklands will also be considered in
the wayfinding strategy.
5. How has Council sought partnerships and worked with other organisations in order
to address this issue?
Transport for New South Wales (TfNSW) is Council’s key partner in the provision and
management of active transport infrastructure. TfNSW has continued to provide funding
assistance to enable Council to meet the objectives of the Bike Plan. Council was recently
successful in securing grant funds of $1.7M from TfNSW, which will enable the construction
of 2.5 km of cycleways this year.
ATTACHMENTS
1.

Article published in Transport Journal: Lock, Oliver. 2020. “Cycling Behavior
Changes as a Result of COVID-19: A Survey of users in Sydney”. Transport
Findings, June.
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Question with Notice - Clr Kaliyanda - Green Star
Rating Scheme Changes
Creating Connection

Strategic Direction
Celebrate diversity, promote inclusion and recognise heritage
File Ref

313622.2020

QUESTION WITH NOTICE
Please address the following:
1. Given the significant changes to the benchmarks used to determine Green Star
Ratings, how do current and future council buildings perform against the new
benchmarks?
2. What impact will this have on other significant developments in the Liverpool LGA?
3. How will this impact the assessment process of such developments, especially when
they are considered by the Design Excellence Panel (DEP)?
4. What other impacts will the changes to these benchmarks have in the Liverpool LGA?
Response
1. Given the significant changes to the benchmarks used to determine Green Star
Ratings, how do current and future council buildings perform against the new
benchmarks?
The Green Star rating system assesses the sustainability of buildings at various stages of their
life cycle. This includes the design stage, post-construction stage and interior fit-outs. The
performance rating tool is based on a scale from 1 to 6 Green Stars, with 1 being minimum
practice and 6 being world leadership.
The extent of impacts of the benchmark changes depends on the level of Green Star rating
being pursued. The highest rating (6 Star World Leadership) requires zero operational carbon
emissions. A 5 Star Australian Excellence Green Star building will need to be net zero ready,
so that by 2023 they will source their electricity from 100 per cent renewables. A 4 Star Green
Star building will need to have 10 per cent less upfront and operational emissions than current
NCC requirements.
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The Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA) has revised the benchmarks used by the
Green Star rating tool to set clearer expectations for buildings, ensuring lower carbon
emissions, enhancement of ecological values of the site, reduction of environmental impacts
and reduction of operational waste. The key changes made to the benchmarks focus on the
reduction of energy and emissions.
Some of Council's existing buildings would not meet the revised Green Star benchmarks.
However, there is no requirement to reassess existing buildings against the new benchmarks.
It may be a voluntary consideration during future major refurbishments of the buildings.
The assessment of future Council buildings against the new benchmarks is already underway.
The performance of the Liverpool Civic Place has been assessed against the new benchmarks
utilising the revised Green Star tool. The Civic Building is designed to achieve a 5 Star
certification.
2. What impact will this have on other significant developments in the Liverpool LGA?
Increased measures could be considered by developers if they would like to achieve and
maintain Green Star Certification. Given that Green Star is a voluntary rating system, there is
no legal or planning requirements to achieve this certification.
Energy requirements under the National Construction Code (NCC) have been mandatory
since mid-2020. The upgraded Green Star rating tool considers the NCC energy requirements.
These requirements aim to improve the environmental and sustainability performance of
buildings and will provide a further avenue for future development to incorporate sustainability
mechanisms into the design of their buildings.
It is important to note that the NCC energy requirements primarily relate to Class 3-9 buildings
under the NCC, which include but are not limited to buildings such as hotels/motels, schools,
office buildings, shopping centres, warehouses, industrial buildings and hospitals.
3. How will this impact the assessment process of such developments, especially
when they are considered by the Design Excellence Panel (DEP)?
All significant developments that are required to demonstrate compliance with the NCC energy
requirements will be accompanied by a technical report with recommendations to be
incorporated into the development. These reports will be reviewed and if deemed satisfactory
will form part of conditions of consent.
The SEPP 65 Design Quality Test is the framework used by Council's Design Excellence
Panel to assess proposed developments that are being considered by the panel. Sustainability
is one of the measures used in the test to assess the quality of the proposed development.
Council will continue to encourage the Design Excellence Panel to adopt best practice
sustainability measures, including promoting the updated Green Star rating certification for
new buildings.
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4. What other impacts will the changes to these benchmarks have in the Liverpool
LGA?
Voluntary Green Star certification under the new benchmarks enhances the value of a building
through increased resilience to climate change and natural disasters, lower emissions, and
reduced energy and operational costs. The new benchmarks will also drive design innovation
and supply chain transformation.
ATTACHMENTS
Nil
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NOM 01

Local and Regional Planning Panels

Leading through Collaboration
Strategic Direction
Strive for best practice in all Council processes
File Ref

332226.2020

Author

Nathan Hagarty - Councillor

BACKGROUND
Locals must have a say in the kind of development that occurs in their communities.
Unfortunately this opportunity has been consistently eroded, especially over the last 4 years.
The expansion of exempt and complying development and stripping Councillors of their right
to determine DAs are two such examples.
The only way for locals to have their say to the actual decision makers is to attend planning
panel meetings.
These meetings are all too often held at inconvenient times during the work day.
Local Planning Panel meetings are usually held at 2pm, a time when many residents are either
at work or doing the school run.
This only adds to the perception that community voices are being cut out of the planning
process.
NOTICE OF MOTION
That Council direct the CEO to write to both the Local Planning Panel and Sydney Western
City Planning Panel requesting panel meetings be held at more appropriate times to allow
community feedback.
ATTACHMENTS
Nil
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NOM 02

Urban Heat Planning

Strengthening and Protecting our Environment
Strategic Direction

Exercise planning controls to create high-quality, inclusive urban
environments

File Ref

332243.2020

Author

Karress Rhodes - Councillor

BACKGROUND
Urban heat is a significant and growing issue for Western Sydney. The WSROC Urban Heat
toolkit (attached) has been developed to help local councils strengthen local planning
provisions to reduce the impacts of heat.
WSROC recently released a final draft of the Urban Heat Planning Kit for Council’s
consideration and input.
Western Sydney is experiencing an increasing number of hot, very hot and extremely hot
days and heatwaves, and yet we are building new dwellings and communities that fail to
provide adequate mitigation measures that address these rising temperatures.
In the Western City we are failing to provide communities that are in fact as LIVEABLE under
the new and emerging climatic conditions. We are still delivering communities that were
suitable before the rising temperatures and or are geographically located in areas closer to
the central city that benefit through established infrastructure.
The Western City - Liverpool - is more so affected by the rising temperatures than any other
areas because we do not have the benefit of sea breezes and have to contend with both hot
Westerlies and blustering Southerlies.
State planning instruments do not account for possible variants that are a result of
geographical location and or lack of infrastructure which makes a mockery of their one size
fits all planning instruments and deprives our citizens of as LIVEABLE communities as should
be being provided.
The workshops proposed in this motion would deliver the opportunity for Liverpool Council to
consolidate into precise documentation what Council has already implemented or plans to
implement in the way of heat and cooling mitigation measures, together with the individual
past motions by Councillors that have addressed certain aspects of mitigation, as well as
provide the opportunity to examine what other Councils have done and provide the platform
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for all Councillor’s input to address their individual ideas through which heat and cooling
mitigation can be included in Council’s DCP and LEP planning documents.
Further to the workshops, we as Councillors understand that all Councils are hobbled by what
they can achieve individually through their LEP and DCP’s. There is the need as proposed in
this motion for a joint effort by all Councils in the Western City to call on the DPIE to engage
with local government in the Western City and carry out a much needed revision of the State
Government BASIX.
We as a Council have an obligation to our citizens to fight against the one size fits all State
Planning regulations. We need to have our geographical location and prevailing weather
conditions, lack of transportation infrastructure together with the rising temperatures
recognised and considered by the DPIE. There is a need for these specific and current
conditions to be addressed in BASIX, SSEP and Controlled Developments planning
instruments that will enable the citizens of Liverpool to live in an environment that meets their
needs and gives them a quality of life in a city that is truly LIVEABLE.
I ask all Councillors to vote in favour of this motion.
NOTICE OF MOTION
That Council:
1. Hold Councillor workshops in April 2021 to discuss the WSROC Urban Heat
Planning Kit and address:
a)

The current status of provision of Urban Heat Planning in Liverpool Councils
DCP and LEP;

b)

The further integration of Urban Heat Planning mitigation into Liverpool
Council’s LEP and DCP;

c)

Other possible ways to introduce new initiatives that will encourage more
resilient and sustainable communities in the Liverpool LGA; and

d)

Examine how other Councils have already addressed the same issues.

2. Write to WSROC expressing our support for their initiative for all Councils in the
Western City to engage in a joint submission to DPIE calling for the revision of the
BASIX; and
3. Write to all Western City Council’s requesting their support in the joint submission
to DPIE.
ATTACHMENTS
1.

WSROC Urban Heat Toolkit (Under separate cover)

